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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to provide background material for a college level 
class in creativity and the conception of ideas.

What follows are excerpts from a series of personal interviews conducted in 
January 1983. All of the subjects interviewed specialize in and are widely 
known for their creative disciplines, from drama and music composition to 
architecture, advertising, illustration and type design.

How to think is a subject that must be looked at obliquely: it must be exam-
ined with respect to a particular subject. By using advertising design as this 
medium, I intend to reintroduce students to the difficult tasks of thinking and 
problem-solving. Approached from a fresh angle, it is my goal to guide them to 
an increased ability to generate multiple, uncommon and potent ideas at will.
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CHAPTER I

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A CREATIVE AND 
NON-CREATIVE MIND

Creativity has been called the combining of seemingly dispa-
rate parts in a functioning and useful whole.1

CREATIVITY: 
THE HUMAN RESOURCE

“Are you using your own creativity? 
Each of us is endowed at birth with 
natural wealth – with eyes that see, 
with hands that reach, and with an 
insatiable curiosity. As young chil-
dren, we ask, “Why?” because we 

have to find out about this surprising world.
Some people seem to be able to keep open the channel to 

that childlike state of wonder and use it for creative ends. How 
do they do it? Creative people share certain activities - steps in 
the creative process. There’s no such thing as a recipe for cre-
ativity. Yet over and over, in the lives of great artists, scientists, 
and thinkers, they:
 Challenge Assumptions
 Recognize Patterns
 See in New Ways
 Make Connections
 Take Risks
 Take Advantage of Chance
 Construct Networks

These activities are keys to opening the doors to our own cre-
ative powers – powers that give us new choices in our lives and 
reawaken our spirit of adventure.

Challenging Assumptions is daring to question what most 
people take as truth. 

People once assumed that the earth was flat, that the sun 
revolved around the earth, and that evil spirits caused diseas-
es. The bold thinkers who challenged these ideas were scorned 
or even despised by their contemporaries, but later were re-
vered.

If we accept without ever questioning, we may never see 
alternatives open to us. When small children ask “Why?,” they 
are demanding explanations for what we often accept without 
questioning. They are practicing in their own way the same 
independence of thought as great scientists and inventors.

1James L. Adams, 

Conceptual Blockbusting, 2nd 

ed. (New York: W.W. Norton & 

Co, 1974), p.14.
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Einstein valued this childlike curiosity as the mark of the 
creative spirit. The Wright Brothers defied the old belief that 
mankind would never fly. They achieved success by continually 
questioning their own assumptions about their work.

Recognizing Patterns is perceiving similarities or differenc-
es in ideas, events, phenomena.

In searching for patterns, we attempt to the world. Detect-
ing patterns in the unknown creating order out of chaos.

Sigmund Freud observed patterns of human behavior to 
try to understand the human psyche. Astronomers watch the 
sky to find patterns of motion that help us understand the uni-
verse.

Gregor Mendel, cross-breeding peas in a monastery garden, 
observed patterns that led to a new perception about heredity.

Seeing in New Ways is seeing the commonplace with new 
perceptions, transforming the familiar to the strange, and the 
strange to the familiar.

Looking at this page, what do you see? You probably see 
it as words to read. Now try looking at it as a graphic artist 
would - as a page of images and type.

Or imagine that you are trying to decode a secret message 
hidden on this page. Now think of it as a collection of billions 
of carbon atoms.

Andy Warhol painted soup cans and portraits of famous 
people to make us see familiar objects in a new way.

Making Connections is bringing together seemingly unre-
lated ideas, objects, or events in a way that leads to a new con-
ception.

Jefferson’s Wheel Cypher
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Making connections can be like the moment in a mystery 
story when the author suddenly allows the link between two 
episodes or characters to become apparent.

Shakespeare used metaphor – a literary connection – to 
show how Romeo felt about Juliet.
 But soft! What light through yonder window breaks?
 It is the east, and Juliet is the sun.
Edward Jenner noticed that the deadly disfiguring disease of 
smallpox never afflicted milkmaids. By making the connection 
that the milkmaids became immune by being exposed to the 
milder disease of cowpox, he derived the principle of vaccina-
tion.

Gutenberg took the idea of woodblock printing, used for 
playing cards and pictures, and thought of making blocks of 
letters of the alphabet. The result was movable type. 

“Similarity is not a thing offered on a plate,” says Arthur 
Koestler. “It is a relation established in the mind.” 

Taking Risks is daring to try new ways or ideas with no con-
trol over the outcome.

Creative people are willing to take risks. They are not 
afraid of being wrong; they are willing to try long shots. Co-
lumbus, Magellan, Drake, and other explorers took fearful 
risks when they set out for long voyages to unknown seas. Be-
sides the dangers from storms, sickness, and worldly misfor-
tunes, they believed they risked encounters with sea monsters 
and supernatural powers, not to speak of the danger of falling 
off the edge of the world!

Alexander Graham Bell risked new ventures even after his 
success with the telephone. Some, like the iron lung, worked. 
Others, like the photophone, did not.

Using Chance is taking advantage of the unexpected.
The creative person is open to chance. Pasteur said, 

“Chance favors only the prepared mind.”
Jackson Pollock used chance in painting his canvases.
Charles Goodyear discovered the process of vulcanizing 

rubber by chance’ He had been experimenting with various 
chemicals, trying to make raw rubber usable. One day he care-
lessly dropped some raw rubber against a hot stove. When he 
saw the way the charred area looked, he recognized that heat 
was the solution to the problem.

Constructing Networks is forming associations between peo-
ple for an exchange of ideas, perceptions, questions, and en-
couragement.

A net is stronger than its separate strands. Letters, per-
sonal meetings, and chats in cafés stimulate ideas’ In Paris in 

Magellan’s ship

=

Jackson Pollock

Number 32, 1950
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the 1920’s, an international set of artists and writers gathered 
and were nourished by each other’s work: Picasso, Hemingway, 
Fitzgerald, Joyce, Stravinsky, and Stein.

The work of scientists is shared worldwide. They overcome 
barriers of language and culture.”2

ROGER BUTLER
“Earlier you talked about the differ-
ence between yourself and the account 
people and your clients... the fact that 
they don’t like making mistakes and 
will do just about anything not to look 
like a fool, not to make an error that’s 
correctable. What other differences do 

you see between yourself and a non-creative person?”
“I don’t know that that isn’t the main one. You’re making a 

study of it, I’ve never made a study of it. But from the time f 
was a kid, I liked building models of things and making things 
that weren’t there before, taking pieces of something and mak-
ing a something.

My parents always said, “Oh, Roger’s so creative.,, And uh, 
I liked the theater, where you pull everybody together and you 
make a play and show it to an audience and when it’s good they 
say, “Isn’t that wonderful and oh, you’re so creative,” and this 
is certainly the same thing: you have a company that makes a 
product and your challenge is to get that product sold to people. 
Make people know about it, remember it and want it. It’s quite 
a challenge. There are lots of ways of doing it, you try to come 
up with a way that the company’s willing to put millions of 
bucks behind. It’s making something that didn’t exist before 
and, uh, it’s aggravating to be told you have got a deadline, 
that’s the toughest part for me...I want to do it and I know I 
have to do it in a reasonable time, but standing over me with a 
stopwatch just makes me nervous. You need a little time.

I think what I said is that a lot of people can’t think of and 
don’t want to suggest ideas because they’re afraid the idea’s not 
well thought through and logical and they don’t want to be crit-
icized. They don’t want to open themselves for suggesting some-
thing that’s not going to work, that someone will say, “That’s 
a dumb idea,” whereas the creative people are looking for all 
kinds of dumb ideas, weird ideas. They visualize in their heads, 
they draw something out of nothing and examine it for a few 
minute… is it really a terrible idea or is it an okay idea? The 
straight types, the square types, don’t seem to be able to, um… 
dredge up the kooky idea and look at it and say, “Hey, maybe it 
could work. How could we make that kooky idea work?”

But as far as bringing out the best from the young people 
who report to me, I simply talk through the problem – if they 

2Creativity: The Human 

Resource, (Standard Oil 

Company of California, 1979), 

pp.2-7.
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bring me something that looks too familiar, or doesn’t seem to 
do the job, I explain why it doesn’t seem right to me, and try 
something else, ah… It’s hard to keep my own head off it, you 
know, ’cause I’ve been a creative person so long I keep wanting 
to solve the problem for them, but that’s not good for ’em and 
it doesn’t bring out their enthusiasm. The one thing they all 
want to do is to have their ego massaged, to come up with the 
answer themselves, to have their idea be the one that flies.”

“Do you then keep the criticism very positive?”
“You criticize the work and the idea, and not the people.”
“Oh, of course. But even in the criticism of the work, do you 

always try to make sure it’s as positive as possible, so they leave 
the meeting feeling…”

“Yeah… I do think that an important part of being a cre-
ative person is that you’re completely free to screw up and come 
up with zany, weird ideas. A lot of the straight-arrow account 
types and client types who have their reputations on the line, 
they don’t want to say dumb things. It’s their whole background 
that’s, “Never do anything that’s stupid.” But a creative person 
has to grasp at all kinds of weird ideas and say them out loud. 
And so, in a good creative department, you don’t inhibit people. 
Every idea is okay. It just lays there on the table and it might or 
might not fly. But you don’t say, “Oh, that’s a terrible idea, you 
dope, for thinking of that. How can you be so irresponsible for 
thinking of that?” You try and let any idea sit there and then 
think about it for a while and decide on its merits or the next 
day or the next morning if it’s any good.”

JOHN NEWCOMB
“I don’t worry about burning out be-
cause there’s a bottomless confidence 
to a creative person - he’s the kind of 
person who likes to float free on a raft 
that takes him to different islands 
and delights in the change of scen-
ery and doesn’t worry about no food; 

there’s the other temperamental kind who clings to the first 
thread of land and locks there. His fondest wish is to remain. 
So there’s a foolhardy confidence that I have.”

JAMES WEBB YOUNG
“Even assuming that there may be 
a technique for producing ideas, is 
everybody capable of using it? Or is 
there, in addition, some special abili-
ty for producing ideas which, after all, 
you must be born with – like a color 
sense or tone sense, or card sense?
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One answer to that question is suggested in the work Mind 
and Society, by the great Italian sociologist Pareto. 

Pareto thought all the world could be divided into two main 
types of people. These types he called, in the French in which 
he wrote, the speculator and the rentier.

…The speculator is the speculative type of person. And the 
distinguishing characteristic of this type, according to Pareto, 
is that he is constantly preoccupied with the possibilities of new 
combinations.

The term used by Pareto to describe the other type, the 
rentier, is translated into English as the stockholder - though 
he sounds more like the bag holder to me. Such people, he says, 
are the routine, steady-going, unimaginative, conserving peo-
ple, whom the speculator manipulates.

…I suppose it must be true that there are large numbers of 
people whom no technique for producing ideas will ever help.

But it seems to me that the important point for our purpose 
is that the speculators, or reconstructors of this world, are a 
very large group. Theirs at least is the inherent capacity to 
produce ideas, and it is by no means such a rare capacity. And 
so, while perhaps not all God’s chilluns got wings, enough have 
for each of us to hope that we may be among those that have.

At any rate, I propose to assume that if a man (or wom-
an) is at all fascinated by advertising it is probably because 
he is among the reconstructors of this world. Therefore he has 
some creative powers; and these powers, like others, may be 
increased by making a deliberate effort to do so, and by mas-
tering a technique for their better use.”3

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“What makes an architect different 
from his clients?”

“One is education. The unique 
skill of an architect is training in how 
to design something. They spend five 
or six years as a full-time venture 
learning how to think about solving 

the design problem and solving the design problem in away 
that is most simply beautiful, or at the best level, is art. So 
they have enormous training in thinking about how to design 
something...they have .a lot of practice in designing things, 
and most architects go to the thing with a certain amount of 
talent - and, you know, where do you get that? I think you luck 
into a lot of that.

Most people who are architects drew all their lives, they 
drew pictures all the time when they were kids, same as an 
artist. It’s what they like to do, the way they express them-
selves. There are a handful of very good architects who can’t 

3James Webb Young

A Technique for Producing 

Ideas, 3rd ed. (Chicago: Crain 

Books, 1975), pp.17-21.
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draw their way out of a paper bag. Philip Johnson, for instance, 
cannot draw, it’s all in his head. He makes very bad sketches. 
Every time he makes a sketch, he crumples it up because he 
doesn’t want anyone to see it. So he hires himself a wrist. But 
that is unusual. Most young architects can draw up a storm.

People are drawn to architecture because they really want 
to do it. They have some skills they’re born with. But I always 
say, “No matter how much you want to be the first violinist 
in the Boston Symphony Orchestra, no matter how hard you 
work at it, there’s something else besides wanting to be the 
first violinist of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and that’s 
probably luck.”

ALLAN HALEY
“Your eyes are different than my eyes. 
How are they different?”

“My eyes are trained to be more 
sensitive to creating alpha- bets than 
yours are. The worst case is, “I don’t 
know what it takes to make a good 
typeface, but I know what I like,” 

okay? Maybe the best case is, “I know what makes a good type-
face. I know and can say what they are, but I don’t have the 
capability to actually create it. I don’t have the inclination to 
make it happen.” 

Type design is both a craft and an art form. You need to be 
able to do both parts. I happened to like the more creative part, 
so I didn’t mind the board part, which is the craft.”

“What makes the craftsman different?”
“Training. In the United States there is no place to be 

trained. You have to be crazy, you have to love letters. I like 
letters, I like doing things with letters. There are maybe two 
schools in Europe that will train you. You’ve got to work with 
a foundry though, at some point. A foundry these days would 
be a Compugraphic, an International Typeface Corporation, a 
Merganthaler, a broad definition of the term.”

“I see you pouring molten plastic.”

JOHN NEWCOMB
“I think a person who aspires to make 
his profession a creative one should 
be collecting bits of trivia and pop 
culture habitually. A creative person 
is a kind of cultural catfish who gob-
bles up every piece of cast-off custom 
and language that he sees. You just 

never know when you can use some odd little bit of informa-
tion.”

Emil Weiss
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“How can you impress upon a group of students that that is 
desirable?”

“I think you show them things and point out that they come 
from an attitude: habitual reading of present and past in hu-
man nature, needs haven’t changed in all of written history 
really, needs for shelter, recognition, all that stuff, and random 
bits of interesting trivia.

Tell your students to read a lot – that way you get several 
different kinds of lives tucked under your one pair of eyes. You 
can extend your experience with fiction, nonfiction, all kinds 
of stuff. They should develop an ear for what I call street lan-
guage. They should choose words that represent their thoughts 
in easily understood terms, words that are simple and current 
and that are the best echoes of the way people actually talk.

I think one very good way to do that is to watch some of the 
syndicated television shows. Archie Bunker, Hill Street Blues, 
60 Minutes. It’s a good exercise to talk to yourself – it’s not 
crazy, it’s getting you used to using language and you probably 
make the best audience for your own thoughts. You have the 
right combination of patience and criticism – and you’re going 
to develop a sense of your own verbal uniqueness.

Another primary objective is for creative people to deliber-
ately try to break patterns. They should constantly be aware of 
different ways of saying or doing something. Not for the specta-
cle of that, but simply because their trade is going to be creat-
ing something different, creating something unexpected. Even 
if your solution to a problem is a cliché, let’s face it, there are 
all kinds of shades and techniques for doing clichés to make 
them seem fresh. I wouldn’t discourage them from using cli-
chés, but I’d say, “Hey, you’ve got to have some backup things… 
you have to think about alternatives.”

Street language can be found in a small-town newspaper 
and in comic-strips: Hagar the Horrible, Peanuts, Garfield are 
beneficial ones to read while maybe Beetle Bailey and B.C. are 
not beneficial, B.C. because it’s too erratic and relies on shal-
low puns. Hagar by contrast, or Garfield, really deals in le-
gitimate reactions between human beings. You know, Garfield 
isn’t really a cat, neither is Snoopy really a dog.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“What makes you different from your 
clients, in your outlook or your ap-
proach?”

“You have to ask an art director 
this… they said I have not the same 
vision as everybody else. Because, as 
in everyone, in everyone, you have the 
commonplaces.”
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CHAPTER II

WHERE DO IDEAS COME FROM?

DAVID BARNETT
“There are two sources of ideas: one 
is to get a commission for a specific 
piece of music and to satisfy what the 
project calls for, four-hand playing 
for example, and the other is to hit 
on a single idea and explore it over 
and over. An example of the latter is 

Scriabin, the composer, who decided to compose his chords in 
fourths instead of the customary thirds, and he tried to succes-
sively explore his musical idea.”

ROGER BUTLER
“Recently we did a commercial that 
had to be cheap and we all gnashed 
our teeth and said, “Jesus, no client 
has ever put a price on what we’ve had 
to do before. Wow, what a constraint. 
Really cheap.”

And so we had to come up with a 
commercial with no people in it, so we wouldn’t have to pay 
residuals ‘cause even a talking head was going to be expensive. 
And that was hard. That was hard… that’s rare, too. We came 
up with the cheapest commercial Ogilvy’s made in the last 
year. It was for a hotel, Marriott Hotels, and with no people, 
they used paper dolls. And the paper dolls were just standing 
there and hands came in and changed the clothing to suggest 
that if you stayed for a weekend at this hotel, you could unwind 
and change into your casual clothes, change into your bathing 
suit, enjoy the pool and that kind of thing, you know. And so all 
you saw were paper dolls… no residuals necessary.”

JAMES WEBB YOUNG
“Are idea has some of that mysterious 
quality which romance lends to tales 
of the sudden appearance of islands 
in the South Seas.

There, according to ancient 
mariners, in spots where the charts 
showed only deep blue sea, there 

would suddenly appear a lovely atoll above the surface of the 
waters. An air of magic hung about it.

And so it is, I thought, with ideas. They appear just as sud-
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denly above the surface of the mind; and with that same air of 
magic and unaccountability.

But the scientist knows that the South Seas atoll is the 
work of countless, unseen coral builders, working below the 
surface of the sea.

And so I asked myself: “Is an idea, too, like this? Is it only 
the final result of a long series of unseen idea-building process-
es which go on beneath the surface of the conscious mind?”

If so, can these processes be identified, so that they can 
consciously be followed and utilized? In short, can a formula or 
technique be developed in answer to the question: How do you 
get ideas?

(I have drawn) the conclusion that the production of ideas 
is just as definite a process as the production of (cars); that the 
production of ideas, too, runs on an assembly line; that in this 
production the mind follows an operative technique which can 
be learned and controlled; and that its effective use is just as 
much a matter of practice in the technique as is the effective 
use of any tool.”4

ALLAN HALEY
“Where do you get your ideas?”

“There are two ways: you can be 
‘active about it by looking at what’s 
available and finding the holes and 
filling the holes in the market. The 
other way is something can catch your 
eye, a logo, a combination of a few let-

ters. A number of great typefaces were created from looking 
at a logo and expanding that look. Benguiat is a revival of a 
typeface called Kleukens with modern design traits. Tiffany is 
a combination of Caxton and Ronaldson Oldstyle, where there 
are two typefaces and the designer said, “Boy, there are some 
nice things here and some nice things there and if we put them 
together…” In fact, one of the last faces I was in on at Compu-
graphic was created via computor technology. The problem was 
to create an original typeface for Compugraphic and somehow 
tie this typeface in with the new office they’d just opened in 
Shannon, Ireland. Something that was lacking in the industry 
was a humanistic sans serif face. Sans serif you either get very 
constructive, geometric shapes like Futura and Avant Garde, 
or Helvetica, which doesn’t have as many Roman counterparts 
in it. We took the calligraphy from The Book of Kells, there are 
a number of characters and we digitized those letters. Then we 
took a number of popular sans serif typefaces, Futura, Helvet-
ica, Frutiger, whatever, digitized the counterpart letters and 
were able to meld two typefaces.

Over here was 100% Book of Kells, over here was 100% Fu-

4Ibid., pp13-15.
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tura and you could dial in to the point where they were exactly 
half one and half the other. All we did at that point was work 
with half a dozen letters, which became the structure of the 
alphabet.

Now, you can do all that in your head, but it takes a lot lon-
ger. It’s now a typeface called Shannon. It’s been very success-
ful, it’s sold a lot for Compugraphic and that’s their criterion.

Galliard was created the same way earlier. The lightest 
and ultra-bold were designed and the middle weights were 
computer-generated. Normally, with old-fashioned camera dis-
tortion, there’s only a skeleton for a designer to work from. He 
has to rework maybe 80% of the new face. With the computer, 
there is still some reworking to do on a new face, but it’s down 
to about 40% or even 30% reworking. It’s magic. It really is 
magic.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“I talk about how they come ideas be-
fore you, huh? What it is intelligence, 
for example? I don’t know, because 
it is very simplistic, IQ and so on. 
They check my IQ three times. Three 
times it was different. Once in Amer-
ica, once in France and once in Italy. 

The minimum was 115 and the maximum was 185, which is 
oooh, genius or something. The other was 145 I think. I can’t 
say I became more intelligent or less, because they are not in 
progressive order, either up or down. I think the IQ is a bull-
shit. It means nothing. Otherwise, what is intelligence if you 
think about it? Somebody who knows all the football stars from 
1923 to today is a dummy. But if he knows the Starry Messen-
ger Catalogue, is a genius. But name the difference between 
naming the football stars or the real stars… people say it’s the 
memory, but it’s not true either because everybody knows the 
absent-minded professor who goes out without his shoes. It’s 
not memory either. What is this intelligence?”

“My guess is it’s the ability to solve problems, to take ele-
ments…”

“What problems? If a shoemaker solves his problems very 
well, everybody will say he is still less intelligent than a physi-
cian who solves his problems very badly. I’m not so sure as the 
people are about this. A good shoemaker is as rare as a good 
brain surgeon. ‘

I play chess very well. Everybody knows the big chess 
players are dummies. Is never intelligent people, the big chess 
players. The big champion, Capablanca and Alyakin, they was 
dummies. Maybe I push a little. But generally, they are very 
boring people. When you are a good problem solver in one very 

Sidereus Nuncius (Starry 

Messenger) is a short 

astronomical treatise published 

by Galileo Galilei in 1610.

José Raúl Capablanca (1888-

1942) was a Cuban chess player 

and world chess champion 

from 1921 to 1927.
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narrow field, is not intelligence.”
“An idiot savant, for instance. They are incapable of dress-

ing themselves, but they can figure mathematical equations 
like that. (Snaps fingers) Or they can compose music like that. 
(Snaps fingers again).”

“Because you develop a kind of thinking. The big problem 
to be like Leonardo da Vinci was, who excelled everywhere, in 

every field, that’s something. When you are as good doctor in 
medicine as in engineering and drawing, painting and sculp-
ture… that’s something! But when you find a mathematical 
formula, that’s not bad, I don’t say it’s nothing, but it’s not ev-
erything. It’s too narrow. It’s the problem with the, big chess 
players. I knew someone personally which is one, he’s a big 
world-champion now, Poppich. He’s a really nice guy, but when 
you come out from the opening or the end game, nothing. Noth-
ing. Zero. It is one of the big questions.”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“Where do you get ideas from?”

“I think you search for ideas all of 
the time, you’re trying to search for 
ideas in a framework, in our case a 
magazine. Ideas come out of what you 
read, out of conversations you have,.
asking questions: “What’s happen-

ing? What should we be worrying about? What are you worry-
ing about?” That’s the research end of it. Background baggage 
is what you can bring to what you should be thinking about. 
If you’re,thinking about architecture, you should be consider-
ing cities, not just objects. You need to think about what are 
peoples’ problems. Background determines how you approach 
architecture. Some people approach it as almost an idealistic 
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technological notion. There are others who approach architec-
ture as solutions to peoples’ problems. You come at these things 
from all different attitudes: “The condition of people should be 
better. The condition of cities should be better. The condition 
of the environment should be better.” There are architects who 
approach it from a sculptural point of view, almost as if peo-
ple didn’t exist. I think of Eisenman’s experiments, you know, 
he designs houses and gives them numbers. They are exercis-
es in design ideas rather than problem-solving solutions. The 
problems you start with grow from all the biases you’ve been 
brought up with, you’ve learned, or care about.

I don’t think you have to be particularly well-rounded, but 
approaching problem-solving depends on where you’ve been. 
Obviously, it’d be perfect if you knew about everything, but no-
body does that. Michael Graves approaches architecture as a 
fine art, he’s primarily a painter, his buildings look like they’ve 
been painted, in fact they look better as renderings than when 
they’re done.

Creativity is described as an intuitive act, but an intuitive 
act is just your brain sort of filtering through what it is you 
know and selecting bits and pieces, the more bits and pieces 
you have, the broader filing cabinet you have.”

JIM SHARPE
“Where do you get your ideas?” 

‘Usually when it’s advertising, it’s 
dictated. Even though they’ll be used 
for advertising, I’m doing a series of 
posters for Anheuser-Busch that are 
really editorial. The subject matter 
are the Olympics and they gave me a 

series of events that I can do whatever I want with. I just kind 
of, from my own experience I guess, approach it from what I 
think would be an interesting picture for, let’s see, one of ’em 
was weight lifting. I went up to Yale and sat down with the 
track coach and talked with him a while and photographed 
him lifting weights and from those photographs I sat down and 
figured out some pencils. I was trying to get a poster that said 

“Olympics” but at the same time was not the standard… I guess 
I’m always trying to look for a different approach, which some-
times can be painful because you can’t always find a different 
approach’ I sent the pencils to Budweiser, so even though it’s 
for advertising, it was largely my own concept and to a certain 
extent editorial in makeup. 

On the other hand, I’m working on a project for Nabisco 
where each page has to show a different product and a differ-
ent country. Each page has to show the feeling of that country. 
For example, the one of Great Britain will look different in col-
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or and concept from the one for Venezuela. There again, once 
I’m given the concept, it’s up to my own discretion.”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
JOHN WAGNER
JENNIFER WAGNER
John “I happen to have found some 
of Goehner’s lunacy. Here’s one of his 
problem identification charts… how 
did this one work? He lists all of the 
criteria he considers important.”

Walter “Think about it: what he’s saying is, you’ve got to 
design a building and one set of factors are the social/cultural/ 
historical factors that are involved: what do you think about

this? Is preservation important? Then he comes down to hu-
man factors: the physiological and psychological things that 
are acting out of design...”

“So these are guide sheets for the students to follow. He 
checks off factors that may influence any built form.”

Walter “What’s your personal view? Your building is in 
Texas. Are you going to make this building about Texas? It’s a 
point you have to think about. “No, I reject the notion that this 
building shall relate to the architectural history of Texas. It’s 
irrelevant.” I think this is a damn interesting chart.”

Jennifer “I remember in our literature studies, we were 
reading John Locke and he had a theory on the imagination: 
Locke _thought it was all little atoms and molecules, and when 
they got stimulated, the more they were stimulated, the more 
ideas you’d have. Alexander Pope created a cave where you’d go 
down and there was a waterfall and winding paths, it’s where 
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he worked, and he inserted little mirrors all throughout the 
cave, so wherever you looked, you saw a different thing.”

ALLAN HALEY
“I think most designers work best with 
some restrictions. If you go to your 
students with a blank piece of paper 
and say, “Here, do something,” they’ll 
say, “Do what?” I like the challenge of 
having restrictions, the typeface has 
to do certain kinds of things. A lot of 

times, I’ll set up my own restrictions: I want a face that does 
certain things, it has to operate in these circumstances, it has 
to be applicable to these kinds of needs, maybe it has to be 
set on this kind of equipment, and then create the face within 
that. It’s a very satisfying feeling to work within those kinds 
of restrictions.

“I had an idea ten years ago to design a wonderful typeface 
that could be xeroxed a number of times in a business environ-
ment. You’re always passing around third-generation copies of 
things. And it’s usually ten or twelve point type. Well, with 
electronic printing now, we don’t need that anymore.”

“How much knowledge have you gained from studying vi-
sion or sight? Dazzle is an obvious thing, but how about space 
between characters? The x-height? ”

“What the scientific studies have proved, and they’re mostly 
legibility/readability studies, have proved what the designers 
have felt intuitively all along. You can’t say… if a typeface has 
a certain amount of this thing, it will work… You can’t do that. 
But the more knowledge a type designer can bring… maybe it 
isn’t even something he can verbalize.

The eye is a lazy organ and it tends to be pulled down by 
the force of gravity, so if you’re aware of that, you’ll begin to 
put those kinds of parameters into your typeface design.

In answer to your question, I read a lot of legibility studies. 
I have yet to be able to build a formula based on those studies 
and plug it into a typeface design. It doesn’t work…

“Do you consider that a perfect typeface exists?”
“No. There are a lot of very good typefaces…”
“It would be a serif, right?”
“Not necessarily. Serif faces are easier to work with than 

sans serif typefaces. You can have just as legible, just as beau-
tiful typography with a good sans serif design, a good sans ser-
if design, as you can with a serif design. It’s just more difficult. 
The thing is, the serif gives the eye a crutch to follow across 
the line on. That thing about gravity.

Given that, if you’re working with a good sans serif design, 
and you put together your letter spacing and wordspacing such 
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that there isn’t room for the eye to fall through, you can have 
just as good, just as lovely, just as readable typography with 
sans serif as with serif typefaces.

Helvetica is legible but not very readable. Univers has that, 
it’s got more thicks and thins and gives the eye more to look 
at. Futura grew out of the design experiment at the Bauhaus, 
which was creating an alphabet out of the simplest geometric 
forms. Paul Renner did that and out of it came Futura. Helvet-
ica is nothing more than a revitalization of a 19th century sans 
serif typeface.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“Where do you get your ideas?”

“It is a very complex question: I 
don’t know. You develop a certain 
kind of thinking by training your 
mind. After the years and years and 
years of training, you have a kind of 
thinking process, but how it’s come or 

where it’s come, I cannot tell you. I would like to know myself. 
I am most excited when they say “Colos, here the manuscript. 
Go home, do what you want, I don’t care.” When they let me
go. Generally, it never happens this way, it’s very rare they say 
this, say, “Go, be crazy as you wish.”

The New York Times give me a job, I go home. They give 
me a subject I am very comfortable with, very nice, oooh, go 

home. I make the first sketch in my mind and I think, “My God, 
they never accept this one.” You have to pay very, very careful 
attention for stupid things, really stupid!

For example, you draw a crowd, it’s have to be women, it’s 
have to be black, it’s have to be I don’t know what in… but it’s 
serious! “
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ROGER BUTLER
“How do you manage your team? How 
do you get your people to give you 
something that’s different, something 
that’s never been seen?”

“Well, since I’m also doing the 
same thing I’m asking the young writ-
ers and art directors to do, you know, 

I’m trying to answer your question, but it seems to me how 
does anybody, how does a creative person create is certainly an 
important part of it. Whether it’s how do I get myself to create 
or how do I coax others to do it and I’m not sure. I just, ah, I see 
the thing always as, “How to solve the advertising problem?”

You’ve always got a target in between the client and the 
account guys, you try to figure out a vague direction that you 
want to go, or what it is you want the reader or the viewer of 
the ad to think or to see. There’s got to be nine ways to skin 
that cat and after twenty years I’ve seen some of the ways that 
are now conventional, so if my writer and art director team 
show me something that I’ve seen before, once or a dozen times, 
I say, “It’s a kind of hackneyed way of solving that problem, so 
try again.”

Ogilvy said he never could really do anything in the office, 
so one of the things I do to help creativity is to tell the little 
team that they don’t have to be watching the clock so much, 
that they’ve got the time to do it. Ogilvy says he couldn’t work 
at the office, he finds that all he does is answer the telephones 
and go to meetings and stuff, so he’d go home at night and have 
a bottle of wine or something and get in touch with his subcon-
scious. I was reading just the other day somebody saying that 
their creativity comes in the gray time of the morning when 
you’re sort of half asleep and half waking up and your head’s 
been thinking about the problem, then you can come up with 
an idea.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“The client will give you an subject… 
after a certain time, it’s very, very 
tough to come out with something 
that wasn’t done, which is new, a new 
approach for a subject which was sev-
enty times done over and over and 
over.

You have for example now the 98th Congress of the United 
States. Okay, it was the 97th, the 96th, you know… it’s come 
every year. Every year they want an illustration. What are you 
doing for the 98th which is a new statement? You cannot say 
for this congress I would like the chair which collapse when 
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the Senator fall asleep, you cannot make that statement. What 
are you doing? What can you do for this illustration? And a 
hundred, a thousand on economy: it’s always the same story. 
Unemployment, inflation’ you made one inflation, two inflation, 
a hundred inflations drawing, what are you doing for the hun-
dred-and first? That’s the big problem.”

“How do you get your thinking going on that hundred-and-
first? Now we’re getting close! What do you do?”

“Mmmmmm. Tough, tough. I would like to know, really to 
know: from where comes the hundred-and-first idea? I don’t 
know. I cannot tell you. I would like to know myself. I never 
refuse a job because I have no idea, it never happen’”

“Have you ever submitted a piece of work you knew was.… 
mmmm, a little weak?”

“Yes, that’s happen. But it was weak because the condition 
was such I couldn’t do it. It’s come from the condition. It’s hap-
pen to me at 11 o’clock call me up, an art director for Time 
Magazine. He say, “Colos, Thanks God you are home.” This is 
eleven at night. He said, “I have a very big problem because 
somebody let me down and at tomorrow at noon, I need an 
illustration.” “Okay, what is it about?” I ask him, “When is the 
deadline?” He said, “Tomorrow at noon.” Eleven fifty-five I was 
there with the illustration. In this condition, sometimes win 
and sometimes not. Sometimes it’s happen: I go to the photo-
stats shop or the xerox shop and the machine is down. I have 
to turn around things….”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“In regard to creativity, to sum up, I 
do think there’s a certain amount of 
intuition involved. I don’t know where 
that comes from...there’s a certain 
amount of talent involved and I don’t 
know where that comes from. Stuff 
that’s not learnable, no matter how 

long you study it. But then, with that start, then I think you 
get better by working at it and thinking about it and practicing 
it and making mistakes… you do learn.”
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CHAPTER III

THE MECHANICS OF CREATIVITY, OR
THE PROCESS OF CREATIVE THINKING

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“I make collages. When I make pure 
collages, I mean photo-montages, this 
kind of stuff, it’s published in a mag-
azine or newspaper, some friends see 
it and they don’t have to look for the 
name Colos. They know it’s Colos. But 
what make it Colos? I don’t know. It’s 
in the thinking process, it has to be.”

ALLAN HALEY
“Charles Eames was once asked how 
he knew which was his best design-
er on staff. And Eames replied, “He’s 
the one, at the end of the day, who I 
can’t see.” Eames was always talking 
in enigmas like Kung Fu. The person 
he was telling this to thought, “Yeah, 
I got it. He’s the person who’s got his 

stuff done the fastest and is out surfing early on, okay?” What 
Eames meant was, they worked in tissue. You keep reworking 
and reworking and reworking, and the guy who had the big-
gest pile of paper in front of him, the guy he couldn’t see… the 
method is tracing.”

“General Observations trying to give an explanation of the pro-
cess of creative thinking: There are often long periods when 
the person who is about to make an original work appears to 
do nothing but take in information, work rather fruitlessly at 
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seemingly trivial aspects of the problem or give his attention to 
unrelated matters. This is known as “incubation.” 

The enemies of originality are mental rigidity and wishful 
thinking. These are evident when a person acts either in a far 
more regular way than the situation requires or else is inca-
pable of perceiving the external realities that make his ideas 
unfeasable.”5

JIM SHARPE
“I like working out of New York be-
cause of the atmosphere, the compe-
tition. The work coming out of New 
York right now is superior to anyplace. 
I think it’s because people push them-
selves continually. But people who 
have never had to compete with other 

people who are that good never really see how far they can go.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“When they give me a job which is 
very rush, which happen every time 
at New York Times, the real problem 
is you have no time to make mistakes. 
If you have time and you make a mis-
take, you say, “Okay, I made a mis-
take.” You change things. When you 

change something in a collage, everything collapse.”
“So you’re saying either an idea works in totality or it doesn’t 

work for you.”
“Exactly. For the collages, it is the problem. It looks very 

simple. The best for this...I had a friend who was an illustra-
tor who made the illustrations, drawings, and one day he told 
me, “Ah, you have an easy job. You take some stuff, you put on 
paper, you glue it down.” I said, “Look, if it’s so easy, why you 
don’t do it?” He said, “Because…” Okay, you have to make files, 
it’s a pain in the neck. I say, “Look, you come in my house, my 
file is yours, you tell what do you want, if I have it, I give it to 
you and you make a collage.” “Ah,” he says, “it’s a great idea. 
Okay, is a deal.” One week later he called me up. This was in 
France. He say, “I have the piece, may I come over?” He come, 
he start working. He said, “I need this.” “Okay, it’s here. It’s 
here.” I give it to him everything, he start to make a collage. 
One hour later he come, he said, “Oh my God, I didn’t know 
that,” because it’s not easy as it looks.

My problem with art directors is they say, “I don’t like this 
one, take off.” When I take off, everything fall apart. Is like the 
supermarket: you have the cans and you take the one in the 
middle and Brohhhmmm!”

5Werner Goehner,

“Change of Set,” paper presented 

at Cornell University College 

of Architecture, Art & Planning, 

Ithaca, N.Y., Spring 1971
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DAVID & JOSEPHINE 
BARNETT
Josephine “You have to learn how to 
read a play, you can’t skip the itali-
cized portions, the stage directions. 
You must try to read it from the same 
perspective as the playwright did. 
Creatives in theater are playwright 

and then actor/director.”
David “Same as in music: composer first, then the per-

former who interprets. We say the performer is a “co-author.”
Josephine “In graphics, this split is more subtle, remote. 

There is the original creation of the printed piece, then there 
is the “performance” by the reader later on. In order to get the 
two phases into alignment, one must do certain things that 
ought to direct the reader or actor to do what the originator 
wants. In drama, stage directions do this. Some playwrights 
give very explicit instructions even though each actor must 
bring something of himself in his interpretation to communi-
cate with his audience.”

STAN EISENMAN
“Julia Child said recently, “Cooking 
well doesn’t mean cooking fancy, it 
just means that anything you set 
your hand to makes good eating…” 
and, like the good cook, the good 
graphic designer should be able to do 
the same. He should be able to pro-

duce an exciting annual report, not by adding fills and gim-
micks, but by getting the most out of the materials with which 
he or she has to work.”6

ALLAN HALEY
“You use your hands a lot to describe 
texture.” 

“Typography is texture. ‘Text type’ 
came from the word “texture.” Also, 
sculpture of the negative and posi-
tive space is the craft of typography. 
That’s where the artisan comes in. A 

lot of type designers will tell you they don’t push black shapes 
around, but work only with the white shapes. In type design, 
I start out small, ’cause that’s the size you see it: ten point, 
twelve point, eighteen point. You want to work small enough to 
see the type the size it will be reproduced, yet still big enough 
so you can manipulate your hand. You do tracing over tracing, 
reworking a lot. Once you get to where it’s beginning to have 

6Stan Eisenman

“Exploring Elements,” Speaking 

Out On Annual Reports, (New 

York: S.D.Scott Printing Co, 

1977), p.36.
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all the problems solved, you enlarge the sketches photographi-
cally to about 2½” on the cap. If you work too large, the danger 
is that letters won’t match. If they remain smaller, you can put 
the alphabet in front of you and see it. It is continual retracing, 
even at the larger sizes. You couldn’t work on more than one 
typeface at once because you’ve got certain shapes, certain sub-
tleties at the terminals of a character and you’ve got your mind 
and your hand working to create those.”

PAUL RAND
“The reader of an annual report should 
be unaware of its “design.” Rather, he 
should be enticed into reading it by 
interesting content, logical arrange-
ment and simple presentation. The 
printed page should appear natural 
and authoritative, avoiding gimmicks 

which might get in the way of its documentary character.”7

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“How much lead time do you get?”

“Generally, I pick up the job in the 
afternoon, bring in a sketch the next 
morning and have the finished piece 
delivered that evening. That’s for the 
New York Times. Discover magazine 
called me this morning and wants the 

drawing on Friday.”
“Today is Wednesday.”
“Yes. For me, when I have the concept, the idea, everything 

together, it’s very easy to finish the job.”

JIM SHARPE
“I’ve been very lucky. Out of the elev-
en years that I’ve been working, I’ve 
only been out of work a total of maybe 
four months. The reason is that I do 
people, not that I’m so good. You can 
always find work drawing people. I 
haven’t won any Gold Medals for my 

work. I never sit down and try to have a piece be a Gold Medal 
winner, and I think maybe my work isn’t stylized enough to 
win the Medal, but there’s nothing I’d like more than to get 
one. Each year though, I have a piece or two, sometimes five 
in a year, included in the show. But if I relied on the Society of 
Illustrators Show to make my career, I’d have been out of it a 
long time ago.

I could do likenesses very easily in the beginning, so my 

7Paul Rand,

“Design,” “Exploring Elements,” 

Speaking Out On Annual 

Reports, (New York: S.D.Scott 

Printing Co, 1977), p.74.
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portfolio was full of what I call “big heads.” In a period of five 
years, I probably did about fifty Time covers, but only twenty 
ran. But if you can put a string like that together, you’re going 
to get some recognition down the line. Time Magazine uses a 

“cattle-call” approach, and if you don’t want to play, don’t get in 
the game. I’d just as soon go head on head with anybody. I went 
head on head with Bob Peak about twelve covers and only beat 
him once, but as far as I’m concerned, he’s the best illustrator 
in the country and when you go up against him, you really 
push yourself.

I found a certain exhilaration in sitting here knowing he’s 
sitting in the other end of Westport working his head off… and 
I’m sure other illustrators have done that to me. I was very am-
bitious. When I got an opportunity to do a Time cover, I usually 
did three or four of the same subject, same with TV Guide. I’d 
do three or four variations of it, all the way to finished. One 
point was to impress the art director, but at the same time 
it was to find out what I was doing. You can sit and talk and 
ramble on for hours about what you do, but when it’s time to do 
it, you kind of have to know what you’re doing and the only way 
to find that out is to sit down and do it.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“I saw some pieces the New York 
Times rejected because they thought 
the ideas were too strong.”

“Is the second problem in the busi-
ness: is not the art director who de-
cides, it’s the editor in the newspaper 
business. It’s the editor who decides. 

The art director is a kind of messenger. The editor sees the 
illustration in a unique way: point of view of politic editorial. 
90% of the case, people have absolutely no cultural knowledge 
about art. The editor want to see the editorial part. He said, 

“Here in the manuscript we talk of unemployment, here is the 
plan for industry falling apart, where is the unemployed peo-
ple, where is the industry falling apart?” You have to put that. 
For one reason or another, you forget something or because it 
doesn’t fit very well in the picture, you don’t put it, you hear, 

“Aaah! Where is the industry or the housing which is in trou-
ble?! Where is the symbol or image?” And you are rejected.

For the New York Times, I would like to use illustration 
which is not a literal translation of a text. I would like to put 
something more than a literal interpretation of the text. I 
would like to go farther. 

For example, I have a beautiful picture one day, it was 
about spying in the United States. I made the American eagle 
flying and all around the American eagle it was an snake, com-
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pletely all around. And the head of American eagle, because 
she was died, was down like this, and the head of the snake 
was like the neck and the head of the eagle. Which mean the 
snake, which killed the eagle, continued flying. The editor said, 

“I don’t understand. I don’t understand.” It was finished. He 
said, “If I, the intelligent man, don’t understand, how the dum-
my reader understand?” And you are killed, it is finished, as 
simple as that. They pay me a rejected fee, which is generally 
half the full fee, and they don’t call me again for the next three 
months. 

It has nothing to do with art – you have the political prob-
lems.

I am in this business for twenty-five years now, I would like 
to write a book to young people. I was always freelance, I never 
worked in an office. I would like to write a book to the young 
people to show them where they are going when they take this 
road. You cannot figure out people who are in this so-called art 
business, people have to have an visual eye, some people have 
a musical ear, and some people don’t. If you have not a good

ear for the music, you don’t go play in the orchestra. You take 
another job. In the so-called art business, 90% of people have 
absolutely no artistic vision, nothing. Is not a problem of cul-
ture or knowledge, they simply don’t have the eyes for it.

I spend a lot of time fighting a routine a lot of other people 
fight to keep. It’s a very tough fight, because it’s the easy way 
out. It’s a routine in my work. I have a style, because when 
you work twenty-five years, you have a style. No problem about 
this.”

“Do you find you frequently work with the thought, ‘How 
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much can I get away with? How strong can I make this?’ ”
“I generally throw away my best ideas, I put them in my 

sketchbook. I use my weakest because I know they’ll never be 
accepted.”

“Does that bother you?”
(very quietly) “Yuh…”
“But it isn’t so frustrating that it’s knocked you out of the 

business?
“It’s not knocked me out of the business because I have my 

other side and I work for my diary. But I am very frustrated. 
It’s like you have a beautiful sports car and you are bumper 
against bumper in a jam. It’s frustrating. You can only go so 
far.

Doing the biology book8 was one of the best jobs I ever had 
in America because of the freedom. The freedom was, “Look, is 
for the dummy reader in the university. Don’t go too far, but go 
half.” It’s relative freedom. Otherwise, in all the illustrations 
for the book, they asked me to change two or three. No big sto-
ry. It was a nice and easy job.”

JIM SHARPE
“Time and Newsweek are news mag-
azines, and I’ve had several covers 
bounced – even a few bounced after 
they were printed – and be bounced 
on Sunday and a new cover on 
there on Monday. One was when 
the Israelis went and attacked 

Entebbe and the other was when the Israelis bombed the 
nuclear reactor plant in Iran… er, Iraq I think. I lost a 
cover when the United States made a raid on a North Viet 
Namese prison camp to rescue some prisoners there, but 
there wasn’t anyone there, and that’s been several years 
back.

It’s tough, but you figure it’s going to be on the cover 
on Monday morning and there’s going to be a lot of people 
looking at it, including your peers. Some of the best covers 
I did took six hours.’I got the material for Chou En Lai 
on a Wednesday night and in fact did three of ‘em and 
had them back in New York the next day at eleven o’clock. 
That takes a lot of doing. You have to get yourself to the 
point where you’re not psyched out by it. It’s a tough business. 
A news magazine’s business is selling magazines – the cover is 
very important and if you bomb it, or if they change it, it’s their 
decision. It’s not like TV Guide, where you get from three to six 
weeks to finish, most of the other covers run about three days 
on portraits and things like that. I’m trying to sell experience 
plus a certain amount of technique.”

8Richard A. Goldsby, 

Biology, (New York: Harper & 

Row, 1976).
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WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“One of my theories about good de-
sign is that constraints are terribly 
important. Thinking about how to 
design something is made easier be-
cause you begin to limit what it is. 
You know what you want to do: if the 
house has a beautiful view, that’s a 

constraint. You know you either want to ex-
pose some rooms to that view, or you may 
make a decision that you don’t want to. Costs 
are a constraint: I have a theory that more 
good vacation houses are designed by archi-
tects than big houses are designed by archi-
tects for the reason that they are surrounded 
by constraints at one end. The client never 
wants them to be too big, never wants to spend 
too much money, there’s usually some feature 
they’re going to design the place around. And 
at the same time, the client is concerned about 
status and bullshit things like that, right? 
Doesn’t have to prove anything on his vaca-
tion if he stays home in Scarsdale. So those are the constraints. 
What are the goals and what are the constraints and how do 
you work them together?”

JAMES WEBB YOUNG
“With regard to the general princi-
ples which underlie the production of 
ideas, it seems to me that there are 
two which are important. The first of 
these has already been touched upon 
in the quotation from Pareto: namely, 
that an idea is nothing more nor less 

than a new combination of old elements.
This is, perhaps, the most important fact in connection 

with the production of ideas. 
The second important principle involved is that the capaci-

ty to bring old elements into new combinations depends largely 
on the ability to see relationships…

To some minds each fact is a separate bit of knowledge. To 
others it is a link in a chain of knowledge. It has relationships 
and similarities. It is not so much a fact as it is an illustration 
of a general law applying to a whole series of facts...

Consequently the habit of mind which leads to a search for 
relationships between facts becomes of the highest importance 
in the production of ideas. Now this habit of mind can undoubt-
edly be cultivated.”9

9Young, 

A Technique for Producing 

Ideas, pp.25-28.
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JOHN NEWCOMB
“I’ve enclosed a handout which in 
part itemizes the factors in my sys-
tem. To elaborate, I would say that 
these headings are simply more spe-
cific ways to ask, ‘what, where, how, 
and why’ about the basic statement 
of a story for which an illustration or 

photo is needed – a way to break the article idea down into 
more digestible bites, a means of furnishing more verbal han-
dles for the designer to grab.

Premise one: almost all visual ideas have their origins in 
words. I may be heretical as an art director who always begins 
conceptualizing with words instead of images but obviously the 
central idea the editor has for his piece is built of word “bricks.” 
And the words he uses, hopefully in his proposed story title (or 
subhead or deck), carries enough specifics, enough shades of 
meaning and enough verbal action to make his point quickly 
and effectively. It’s from this statement or perhaps some ex-
pression in the story which makes the point a different way 
(and could alter the headline later if desirable) that we build a 
visual idea for the pages – not by starting with a free-floating, 
striking picture idea which must be badly grafted on the edi-
tor’s thought. So, words first.

Stage one: discuss the statement of a story thoroughly with 
your editor until you’re sure you both understand what you 
want to say to the reader.

Stage two: word games. This assumes you’ve already dis-
sected the story statement with the Bite System and have writ-
ten out the six descriptions that result.10

1. Word games: take the key words and substitute syn-
onyms, antonyms, double entendres, puns – change the order 
of the words – stand the statement on its head. Roget’s Thesau-
rus is useful.

2. Phrase or quotation games: things often said about the 
subject, proverbs, etc. Bartlett’s Quotations is helpful.

3. Fact games: change one attribute of the statement at a 
time and see what happens to the statement. Occasionally the 
polar opposite meaning in the picture may enhance the fact in 
the headline.

“Game” is the right word for the designer at this point. These 
explorations should be made rather whimsically, in a spirit of 
play and relaxation, not with grim, clamp-jawed determina-
tion. Every thought should be a “why not?,” not a “why?” The 
designer should virtually wipe out his self- critical capacity for 
the time being (time enough later to edit the good notions from 
the useless, after you see where all of them lead visually). No 
doodle too absurd, the designer must ignore the little voice in-

10The Bite System is on page 34.
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side that whispers, “Don’t make a fool of yourself.” He mustn’t 
worry about the opinion of his wife (husband), mother-in-law or 
boss. Now he must reach for the illogical. In these explorations 
he must try for deliberate mismatches of facts, unusual com-
binations of thoughts, reversals or distortions of natural laws 
(make hard things soft, heavy things light, etc.).

The rest is choice of weapons - the agreement with the ed-
itor to represent his idea in one of the ways the designer has 
uncovered, the picking of artist or photographer, the marshal-
ing of necessary props.

This approach has a high mechanical content. I suggest 
that beginners write everything out because back- reference to 
a word or phrase can trigger an idea after it’s been sorted out, 
and this is a virtue. When an inexperienced art director stares 
at a blank pad he may panic. This system will get him started 
making marks on the paper without much thought; then al-
most certainly what panic there is will gradually dissipate as 
he gets absorbed in the chain of logic. Generally, I think, the 
absorption turns to play and personally involved challenge – et 
voila! Paté comes out of the sausage machine.

As I mentioned, people like us have been gouging out visu-
al ideas for so long that these standards and techniques have 
been learned and used intuitively. I no longer write these anal-
yses out - in fact, the whole thing was devised for beginners - 
but once in a while I’ve found myself looking at a blank pad. So 
I pick up my pencil…”11

“I have a visually-oriented creativity. There isn’t a lot of 
coherent literature on this subject. Very few designers have 
any consciousness of method, or a known method of solving 
problems. I have put together a couple of systems that I dis-
cuss in my Folio lectures. They are word-oriented rather than 
picture-oriented. Word games, fact games and phrase games. 
Bartlett’s Quotations. Synonyms. Antonyms. Fact games: “The 
Bite System” breaks subjects into smaller pieces. What is the 
nature of the thing in great detail? Articulate as completely 
and accurately as possible. What is the source of the thing? 
Where does it come from? How is it delivered? What is its size? 
What is its weight? Emotional/physical?

There are six roads that lead to graphic imagery. I follow 
all six before stopping. It is a time consuming method, but it 
yields a load of graphically sophisticated ideas for use. Any 
kind of creation is time consuming, it’s just that this is a little 
more methodical and disciplined than simply sitting at your 
desk waiting for an idea. 

There are still times when my mind will go blank in spite 
of this system. Then it’s time to take a walk around, get a cup 
of coffee, do something else.

11John Newcomb to Greg Paul, 

9 September 1982.
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The Bite System of generating visual ideas:
1. Nature Describe the key subject as fully as possible. Use 

any amount of literal detail.
2. Source Where does this thing come from? Who gives it? 

Does it result from a choice made by the person involved? Who 
or what causes it (an individual, an agency, a company)?

3. How Delivered Is it sent by mail or given personally? 
Is it a command or a request? Does it come about by growth? 
From what direction does it come?

4. Size What’s the physical scale or emotional importance 
to the key subject? Does it seem to loom large or dwindle?

5. Weight What’s its emotional or physical bulk? Is it a 
heavy burden or is it feather light?

6. Why Given What’s the basis in human need, the moti-
vation for giving this thing? What’s expected in return?”12

JAMES WEBB YOUNG
“As I said before, what I am now about 
to contend is that in the production 
of ideas the mind follows a method 
which is just as definite as the meth-
od by which, say, Fords are produced. 

This technique of the mind fol-
lows five steps. I am sure that you 

will recognize all of them individually. But the important 
thing is to recognize their relationship, and to grasp the fact 
that the mind follows these five steps in definite order, that by 
no possibility can one of them be taken before the preceding 
one is completed, if an idea is to be produced.

The first of these steps is for the mind to gather its raw 
material… 

Gathering raw material in a real way is not as simple as it 
sounds. It is such a terrible chore that we are constantly trying 
to dodge it… Instead of working systematically at the job of 
gathering raw material we sit around hoping for inspiration to 
strike us… 

The materials which must be gathered are of two kinds: 
they are specific and they are general. 

In advertising, the specific materials are those relating to 
the product and the people to whom you propose to sell it. We 
constantly talk about the importance of having an intimate 
knowledge of the product and the consumer, but in fact we sel-
dom work at it. 

This, I suppose, is because a real knowledge of a product, 
and of people in relation to it, is not easy to come by. 

Most of us stop too soon in the process of getting (specific 
knowledge). If the surface differences are not striking we as-
sume that there are no differences. But if we go deeply enough, 

12John Newcomb,

“Seminar Notes,” handouts 

given at Folio Magazine lecture, 

1982.
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or far enough, we nearly always find that between every prod-
uct and some consumers there is an individuality of relation-
ship which may lead to an idea.

Of equal importance with the gathering of these specific 
materials is the continuous process of gathering general ma-
terials. 

Every really good creative person in advertising whom I 
have ever known has always had two noticeable characteris-
tics. First, there was no subject under the sun in which he 
could not easily get interested… Every facet of life had fascina-
tion for him. Second, he was an extensive browser in all sorts 
of fields of information. For it is with the advertising man as 
with the cow: no browsing, no milk.

Now this gathering of general materials is important be-
cause this is where the previously stated principle comes in – 
namely, that an idea is nothing more nor less than a new com-
bination of elements. In advertising an idea results from a new 
combination of specific knowledge about products and people 
with general knowledge about life and events…

The construction of an advertisement is the construction of 
a new pattern in this kaleidoscopic world in which we live. The 
more of the elements of that world which are stored away in 
that pattern-making machine, the mind, the more the chances 
are increased for the production of new and striking combina-
tions, or ideas…

This, then, is the first step in the technique of producing 
ideas: the gathering of materials. Part of it, you will see, is a 
current job and part of it is a lifelong job.

Now, assuming that you have done a workmanlike job of 
gathering material – that you have really worked at the first 
step – what is the next part of the process that the mind must 
go through? It is the process of masticating these materials, as 
you would food that you are preparing for digestion.

This part of the process is harder to describe in concrete 
terms because it goes on entirely inside your head. 

What you do is to take the different bits of material which 
you have gathered and feel them all over, as it were, with the 
tentacles of the mind. You take one fact, turn it this way and 
that, look at it in different lights, and feel for the meaning of it. 
You bring two facts together and see how they fit.

What you are seeking now is the relationship, a synthesis 
where everything comes together in a neat combination, like a 
jigsaw puzzle…

As you go through this part of the process two things will 
happen. First, little tentative or partial ideas will come to you. 
Put these down on paper… These are foreshadowings of the 
real idea that is to come, and expressing these in words for-
wards the process…
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The second thing that will happen is that, by and by, you 
will get very tired of trying to fit your puzzle together. Let me 
beg of you not to get tired too soon. The mind, too, has a second 
wind…

Everything is a jumble in your mind, with no clear insight 
anywhere. When you reach this point, if you have first really 
persisted in efforts to fit your puzzle together, then the second 
stage in the whole process is completed, and you are ready for 
the third one.

In this third stage you make absolutely no effort of a direct 
nature. You drop the whole subject, and put the problem out of 
your mind as completely as you can. It is important to realize 
that this is just as definite and just as necessary a stage in the 
process as the two preceding ones. What you have to do at this 
time, apparently, is to turn the problem over to your uncon-
scious mind, and let it work while you sleep…

When you reach this third stage in the production of an 
idea, drop the problem completely, and turn to whatever stimu-
lates your imagination and emotions. Listen to music, go to the 
theater or movies, read poetry or a detective story.

In the first stage you gathered your food. In the second, you 
have masticated it well. Now the digestive process is on. Let it 
alone – but stimulate the flow of gastric juices.

Now if you have really done your part in these three stages 
of the process you will almost surely experience the fourth.

Out of nowhere the Idea will appear. It will come to you 
when you are least expecting it: while shaving, or bathing, or 
most often when you are half awake in the morning. It may 
waken you in the middle of the night…

Here… is the way it happened in the discovery of the half-
tone printing process, as told by Mr. Ives, the inventor: “While 
operating my photostereotype process in Ithaca I studied the 
problem of halftone process (first step). I went to bed one night 
in a state of brainfag over the problem (end of second step and 
beginning of third step) and the instant that I woke in the morn-
ing (end of third step) saw before me, apparently projected on 
the ceiling, the completely worked-out process and equipment 
in operation (fourth step).”

This is the way ideas come: after you have stopped strain-
ing for them, and have passed through a period of rest and 
relaxation from the search.

Thus the story about Sir Isaac Newton and his discovery 
of the Law of Gravity is probably not the whole truth. You will 
remember that when a lady asked the famous scientist how 
he came to make the discovery he is said to have replied, “By 
constantly thinking about it.’”

It was by constantly thinking about it that he made the dis-
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covery possible. But I suspect that if we knew the full history 
of the case we should find that the actual solution came while 
he was taking a walk in the country.

One more stage you will have to pass through to complete 
the idea-producing process: the stage which might be called the 
cold, gray dawn of the morning after.

In this stage you have to take your little newborn idea out 
into the world of reality. And when you do you usually find that 
it is not quite the marvelous child it seemed when you first 
gave birth to it…

Do not make the mistake of holding your idea close to your 
chest at this stage. Submit it to the criticism of the judicious. 

When you do, a surprising thing will happen. You will find 
that a good idea has, as it were, self-expanding qualities. It 
stimulates those who see it to add to it. Thus possibilities in it 
which you have overlooked will come to light.

This, then, is the whole process or method by which ideas are 
produced: 

First, the gathering of raw materials – both the materials 
of your immediate problem and the materials which come from 
a constant enrichment of your store of general knowledge. 

Second, the working over of these materials in your mind. 
Third, the incubating stage, where you let something be-

side the conscious mind do the work of synthesis. 
Fourth, the actual birth of the Idea – the “Eureka! I have 

it!” stage.
And fifth, the final shaping and development of the idea to 

practical usefulness.”13

JOHN NEWCOMB
“Sensitivity to and respect for words, 
a well-developed sense of humor, 
broad curiosity, a fairly strong addic-
tion to reading anything, some TV 
watching habits and a medium sized 
streak of perversity: these are things 
I’d put on my list if I were shopping 

for a good conceptual art director.”

JIM SHARPE
“You’ve got to have a balance between 
talent and ambition. You’ve got to 
want it badly enough to work. You’ve 
got to be competitive: why wouldn’t I 
rather be stayin’ up all night working 
on a cover for Time magazine, What 
else would I be doing, sleeping? Now, 

13Young, A Technique for 

Producing Ideas, pp.30-55.
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I’m older, I might not be so anxious, but I’ve done it and real-
ized the results from it. When I got out of the Navy, I wanted 
something that would measure up, so I moved to New York 
City and thought, ‘This is guts ball, right here.’ ”

“How would you impress the need for ambition on students?”
“I think they would have to face reality. They have to under-

stand that they may have all their principles intact and there’s 
somebody out there who is ambitious who will do four or five 
variations because they have a burning desire to succeed. You 
can’t make somebody ambitious, it’s just there. 

I’ve always felt that twenty-five years from now, it won’t 
matter a hill of beans anyway, so this is all for my own person-
al satisfaction.

I talked with the local high school art class recently and 
took my own high school yearbook in to show them some draw-

ings I did. I wanted them to see that I started 
out at that pitiful level, I wasn’t born like some 
Michaelangelo or anything. And if I could do it, 
then they could too, and all it takes is the desire 
and the work.

I had a lot of heart, but no training. They 
didn’t have art classes in Vernon, Texas. I never 
took an art class. When I grew up in Texas, be-
ing an artist was a little flaky. In 1950, everyone 
played football and I did that too. I did the whole 
bit. 

If I quit right now, I’ve done more than 
I  thought I’d ever do. I mean eight postage 
stamps… shoot. Not that I’m tryin’ to brag, but 
I’m impressed that I got that far. And yet there 

are people who’ve twenty five or thirty stamps, so you never 
quite get there.

I’ve been very lucky because I get to do just what I want to 
do. I think my best points are coming up. My kick comes from 
actually sitting at the board and doing the pictures. It’s not 
that hard… I sat in here and watched the ballgame last night 
and worked… everybody else is tryin’ to get home from work. 
So it’s got it’s good points. 

I like people to look at my drawings and enjoy them. I like 
drawing people because I’ve never been bored doing them. I 
used to think I could never be a political cartoonist because 
I’m not that cynical about life, but as you get older maybe you 
get a bit more cynical. 

I’m probably pretty selfish about it: I’m more interested 
about drawing my pictures than I am about solving the world’s 
problems, which is not the best way to be, I don’t think.”

“It makes the clients very happy.”
“Yeah! It’s all I can do to handle that.”
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JOHANNES REGN
“The designer must be a good listener 
and must recognize his client’s needs 
and objectives, for he is not always 
told in clear terms what they are. A 
designer must understand and inter-
pret what he has heard, and must be 
able to conceive solutions and present 

them in a clear, comprehensive form…
The designer must be an organizer and layout expert. He 

manages people and their skills: staff photographers, typogra-
phers, printers, and others. All need to be brought together as 
a cohesive unit.

The designer must be an artist with his own aesthetic 
point of view. Now we have moved onto quicksand: aesthetics 
work in a realm where logical arguments are guests; they are 
not at home there…”15

ALLAN HALEY
“There are very few type designers 
who are creative. When you find one, 
that’s magic. That’s the genius, the 
Hermann Zapf, the Frutiger, the Mat-
thew Carter. The truly creative can 
do both, can come up with the idea 
and craft it.”

15Johannes Regn,

“Design, Art and Aesthetics,” 

Speaking Out On Annual 

Reports, p.76.
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CHAPTER IV

THE APPARENT PROBLEM AND THE REAL 
PROBLEM: WHAT IS THE QUESTION?

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“I think the most important notion 
is, “What is the problem?” When en-
ergy conservation came along, every-
one said, “We’ve got to cut down on 
window area because everyone knows 
windows leak.” But windows don’t 
necessarily waste energy. There are 

sophisticated glasses that permit heat to come in or bounce 
heat off in the summertime, it all depends.

In the wintertime, you know, you’ve got the sun beating on 
a glass window and the heat comes in. Free heat, man! Now at 
night you pay the price, but there are ways to get around that.”

JIM SHARPE
“I like people who see my covers to 
think, “Oh God, I can just feel how 
he feels.” It’s communication. At the 
same time it has to sell that maga-
zine. It’s on magazines. It’s on the 
stand with two hundred other maga-
zines. Kaddafi is a dangerous guy, so 

I wanted the reader to be able to look right into his eyes and 
see that danger.”

ROGER BUTLER
“Getting the time means beating the 
account people off with their dead-
lines and saying, “Look, ah, to come 
up with an ad or a TV commercial 
takes about three weeks.” That is, it 
takes a few days to finish up whatever 
you’re working on, because the agen-

cy’s run lean and you’re not just sitting around twiddling your 
thumbs doing nothing, you’re working on something. So when 
you get a new assignment, it’s going to be a few days to finish 
up the old assignment. And then the writer and the art direc-
tor sit down and think about the problem. Often redefining the 
question or the problem is the most creative thing that you do.”

“To arrive at ‘What is the question?” 
“The client and the account people are always, and you like 

’em to, giving you something to shoot at, but sometimes you 
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think, “Why shoot at that? Why not shoot at something else?” 
And sometimes you get burned, you know, trying to redefine 
problems that way. But other times you come up with wonder-
ful ideas that neither the client nor the account people thought 
of and that’s innovation. And if it solves the problem in a dif-
ferent way, terrific.”

TOM GEISMAR
“The role of the designer should be to 
find the best way to visually express 
what the sponsor wants to say to his 
audience. This does not mean find-
ing a “different” way to render the 
charts but, rather, using all the tools 
and tricks at his disposal to develop 

a total visual/editorial concept that will communicate clearly 
and effectively. It is essentially a “problem-solving” approach. 
In it, the designer is most effectively used when the problem 
is clearly defined. Lack of definition results in disjointed com-
munication, or the arbitrary and perhaps inappropriate design 
expressions we see everywhere.”16

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“An architect’s responsibility when 
you design a house is to understand 
what it is those people want… and not 
just what they tell you, but what you 
hear them saying in a framework they 
know nothing about. An example of 
the difference between what they say 

and what they want: people always say they want lots of fire-
places or lots of shutters. Well, they don’t want shutters ’cause 
they no longer have a function – they’re nailed to the side of the 
house. What do people want when they say they want a fire-
place? They want some sense that that’s home, that’s warmth, 
blah, blah…

Well, there’s a million other ways to create that that they’ve 
never thought of because they have no experience. You get that 
same feeling by letting the outdoors in if you happen to have a 
nice outdoors outside. You can do it with colors, you can do it 
with textiles, with the kind of furniture.

What is it they want when they build a fake cupola, a dove-
cote on top of the garage? Do they really want a stupid empty 
box with a weather vane on top? No, they want something else. 
They’re all symbols.

“When you move out of a rented apartment into your own 
slice of the American pie, you want your own symbols.”

“The rose-covered cottage, right? But the rose-covered cot-

16Tom Geismar,

“Problem Defining, Problem 

Solving,” Ibid., p.40.
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tage can be a whole lot of other things if you can make them 
understand what it’s all about.”

“Is it knowing how to approach problems differently?”
“You can approach the solution to a problem from a whole 

bunch of different ways. One as an engineer would do it: “Here 
are the givens and we’ll write down the problems and we’ll 
solve it step by step by step.” 

Some architect said, I forget who said it, “It’s easier to de-
sign a rocket ship that will get to the moon than it is to design 
a house because all the processes are understood. All you have 
to do is solve the arithmetic.” Now we have computers that can 
do the arithmetic, all the principles are understood. 

It doesn’t have to be a work of art, all you have to do is 
get from here to there. But how do you design a painting or a 
beautiful church or a wonderful house? It requires more than 
simple problem solving. 

Simple problem solving is enough most of the time and I 
would think the most common way to approach a design solu-
tion in architecture is to ask, “Okay, what’s the problem? What 
are the givens? What is it we have to solve?” And you think 
about that. 

Making it beautiful as well as functional is the next step, 
which I think is primarily intuitive and grows out of having 
talent or not having talent. An architect always starts with a 
problem.”

JOHN NEWCOMB
“You’re lucky because Medical Eco-
nomics is going to a rather sophisti-
cated audience, so you can get away 
with a lot more.”

“There’s a mistake: the editors 
thought you only said a certain sort 
of thing to their readers because they 

had a specific education or supposed degree of sophistication. 
It’s just not so. I think I’ve proven to them now that doctors 
are simply fairly well-educated average human beings with the 
same basic range of experience and communication capacity. 
After all, we’re not in a clinical situation. With this kind of 
subject, we’re talking to them as people and I think that’s true 
in most cases of general communication.

We were going to have an ambulance pulling into a hos-
pital emergency bay, talking about big hospital chains taking 
over your town, and putting a McDonald’s-style sign over the 
entrance to the emergency bay saying, “Over One Million Pa-
tients Treated to Date.” 

Didn’t go… The medical clinic as a car wash pushing pa-
tients through…”
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DAVID & JOSEPHINE 
BARNETT
David “The effort to express must 
not be confused with the effort to im-
press, because if you’re going to im-
press the audience, you’re apt to come 
up with some rather strange results. 
Joseph Papp is using a woman to play 

Hamlet. It seems to me Mr. Papp has interfered with what 
Shakespeare intended in the name of getting people to come 
see his play. Mr. Pavarotti will stretch a high note out for per-
haps several minutes on national TV.”

Josephine “A creative person would never do that, be-
cause he is interested in the recreation of what is written. An 
honest actor or musician is very respectful of the work he en-
counters. He doesn’t try to superimpose his personality on the 
work but tries to recreate for reasons of projection. David and 
I have found there is almost an exact parallel between his field 
and mine.”

David “In order to interpret, we’re going into biographical 
and musical research to find out what the composer was going 
through, his influences, then we perform it accordingly. I will 
find in a musical phrase a clue to an earlier composer, so re-
searching their relationship yields wonderful results.”

ROGER BUTLER
“One of the ads that I work on is the 
Pink Panther. Advertising for pink 
insulation. Ahm, I remember arguing 
with another creative person: our 
challenge was to make people remem-
ber this brand of insulation and its 
color was pink’ The color has nothing 

to do with what insulation does.”
“Is anybody else’s pink?”
“Nobody else is pink though and so it’s the one distinctive 

thing about this kind of fiberglass insulation, it’s pink. So even 
though the color was meaningless, it’s like what color nails do 
you drive in a wall if you’re a carpenter, it doesn’t matter, you 
know? And yet it was a way to help you remember our brand 
and you’ve got the Pink Panther, who’s a famous celebrity, to 
sell it and it helps people remember our brand. And then you 
can say, “Not only is our brand pink, which means nothing, 
but brand doesn’t burn, it doesn’t settle, and it doesn’t absorb 
moisture.” And so on and so on.

But the pinkness of it just sticks in people’s heads when 
they don’t care much about insulation one way or the other. So 
it’s become the number one brand and everybody prefers it and 
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remembers it and so on because of a silly thing like it’s color 
and because the account people could have said, “Forget the 
color, the color do anything in insulating people’s houses.”

“When you did preliminary ideas far selling that-pink in-
sulation, you must have drawn up a whole list of pink things. 
Once you hit on the idea of “Let’s sell pink,’ how did you end up 
with the Pink Panther? There might have been pink ideas that 
lent themselves more to warmth, because the Pink Panther has 
nothing whatever to do with insulation or warmth or comfort.”

“Right. It didn’t work quite that way. We must have had a 
dozen different ideas for how to sell this brand of insulation. 
One of the ideas was we would sell its pinkness, talk about its 
pinkness. And then it was a question of how could you make its 
color memorable, and uh, there weren’t too many ideas and we 
looked for a pink celebrity.

I remember thinking, “What’s a Pink Floyd?” Is that a 
music group? Then there was a Pink Lady, which is a kind of 
drink and also the name of a group. There were two Oriental 
gals called Pink Lady… and the Pink Panther. So I mean there 
was just really no contest. Although I do remember there was a 
guy… Winter, Johnny Winter, who had… what was that? pink 
eyes?”

“He’s an albino blues guitarist.”
“An albino. So we did think of a few but it was just so obvi-

ous that there was only one real pink celebrity, so that’s why 
we went that way.”

“So in that case it was obvious to you which was the best 
solution.”

“Well, it was worth pursuing and we checked and found that 
we could hire the Pink Panther, make negotiations if he was 
not being used for some other product. You know, if it hadn’t 
been possible for us to use the Pink Panther, we would have 
gone to some of these other routes, but we could and it seemed 
like a good, memorable idea and it’s worked out nicely.”

“So that was a more conscious procedure that you used to 
arrive at a good solution. “Let’s take pink and follow through 
on pink in some sort of process and arrive at Pink Panther, then 
go through the process of securing the Pink Panther himself, 
and then just go ahead and execute the idea, come up with the 
actual commercial.”

“There was some resistance, as I say, from other creative 
people, and of course the account people were neutral until we 
showed that we could get the Pink Panther, that we could use 
the Pink Panther in commercials. “Here’s an example of him in 
a commercial.” How it would work and that you play the color 
with tongue-in-cheek, but it helps people remember your brand, 
’cause the assignment was strictly, “Help people remember your 
brand,” which was a change from the original.
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The first five or six years of advertising that product, we 
were the market leader, this was before OPEC and the energy 
shortage, and since we were the leader, all we had to do was 
persuade people in our commercials that insulation, any in-
sulation, was a good idea and would save ’em money. So our 
campaign was, “Insulation is cheaper than oil, and we are fi-
berglass insulation. Buy us.” Because if people decided they 
needed insulation, chances are, since we were the leading 
brand, that we would end up selling more of our product. But 
then, when people began to realize because of the energy short-
age and the gas lines and the high prices and everything else, 
that insulation was a good idea, there were five or six insula-
tions they could choose from and we wanted them to remember 
ours and buy ours and so the most distinctive thing about ours 
was this color.”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“What excites You? What challenges 
you?”

“Well, at work, frustration is over 
the quality of architecture, the sub-
ject of the magazine, and the quality 
of the magazine itself, which is the 
quality of the work we do. We’re re-

ally in the continuing education business. You’re worried and 
frustrated about your field of interest and you’re worried and 
frustrated about how well you’re doing to solve that problem.

It’s really on two levels when you’re trying to communicate 
to other people. Much like a teacher would, you keep saying, 

“Christ, why can’t I get these kids turned on?” and you’re bound 
to worry about how well you’re doing it. Worry about what you 
said and, even more, what you didn’t say! You know you can’t 
get them all, you can’t get the ones who don’t care… we can’t 
get the readers who don’t care.”

FRANK ZAPPA
“Most of the places where we’re work-
ing are large environments where the 
chords and notes hang in the air lon-
ger than they should, so they just tend 
to obliterate each other. It’s difficult 
to do amplified music arrangements 
in an environment like that because 

you don’t really know what’s going to happen to the music until 
you stick it into the air mass that it’s going to function in.”

Down Beat Magazine “This idea of air mass is some-
thing that most bands don’t consider.”

“Well, you’ve got to consider it. If you’re playing in a room 
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with very little reverberance, you can play a million notes and 
you’ll hear all of them. But the decay time varies with the size 
of the room and the material of the walls and things like that… 
hockey rinks being the worst, which is where we usually tend 
to play.”

DBM “St. John’s Cathedral in Manhattan: three-second de-
lay.”

“International Amphitheater in Chicago… 10-second delay. 
The Palle De Sporte in Leon… got to be at least a 20-second de-
lay because it’s a circular building and the notes just go around 
and around and around, they hang. It’s really horrible to play 
in places like that. You just can’t enjoy it because you know the 
audience just doesn’t get any sense of what you’re doing. They 
just got to be watching you like some kind of TV show or some-
thing because they sure can’t hear you. In extremely resonant 
places like that, you simply cannot play fast. It all just turns 
into a cluster. So you have to compensate for it consciously in 
the band. The band has to want to do a good job in that kind 
of environment, and you have to be playing arrangements that 
permit that to happen.

That’s why I’m fussy about trying to arrange things and 
getting people to stick to their parts because I do give some 
thought as to what’s going to happen when you play it. There’s 
got to be enough space in there so that the sound will work in 
the air space. That’s what makes the music work. It doesn’t 
work on paper and it doesn’t work in a vacuum. It works in air. 
You hear it because air molecules are doing something that 
happens to your eardrums. That’s how you hear it, whether it’s 
coming out of a record player or a p.a. system or acoustically in 
a concert hall. So without those little molecules you don’t have 
nothin’.

What we’re talking about when you perform music is you’re 
talking about sculptured air. Patterns are formed in the air-
waves. All the different frequencies of all the instruments 
playing are making patterns, and your ear is detecting those 
patterns.”17

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
JOHN WAGNER
John “Anybody can design a house… 
but to make a good house, you’ve got 
to answer, “What is the problem?” 
Not four bedrooms and a living room 
and a kitchen, but here’s a house right 
next to a river. How do we make this 

house relate to the river, can we make the river go through the 
house, maybe we should make the house look like its floating 
over the river, but that means we have to have everything can-

17Bill Milkowshi, “Frank 

Zappa: Guitar Player,” Down 

Beat, February 1983, p.17.
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tilever out so it looks like it’s floating. It’s applying an overlay 
on top of it, not just solving the practical problems. It’s solving 
the practical problems as well as creating your own problems.”

Walter “They talk about layers of meaning in architecture, 
that something gets more complex then it gets more complex… 
that’s true for all art.”

John “At the simplest level, “Okay, here’s a building on a 
corner – that’s a standard architectural problem because cor-
ner is presumably special – you can play up the corner with 
a turret or whatever. So you try to think up all the different 
turrets you’ve ever seen and a lot of architects today, post-mod-
ernists, and taking historical precedents, little details from 
the past and sticking them onto their own buildings, like the 
AT&T building in New York City with that funny top on it, you 
know. That’s what post-modernism is – just taking some dumb 
old building and to make it interesting you throw on an histor-
ical allusion. That’s become totally passé now.”

Walter “What’s interesting about the AT&T building is it’s 
going to have a wonderful base that deals with the public. It 
has lot of trees inside.”

John “What makes a good piece of architecture is that it 
can be read on more than one level. A builder house or stan-
dard box office building, what you see is what you get,that’s 
all there is. But the AT&T building is not only a dumb office 
building, but it relates to all the buildings around it and tries 
to recreate what office buildings were like thirty years ago. It’s 
made out of solid material, there are odds and ends of detail 
thrown in from ancient Rome and there’s a statue in there. It’s 
enriching architecture.”

ALLAN HALEY
“As a type designer, who are your clients?”

“Type specifiers: art directors, 
graphic designers, the guy who walks 
into a printer and says, “I want a 
business card but make it something 
different.” I create the tools they use 
for communication… It’s been my job 

to create the A’s, B’s, C’s and D’s. I started out as a type design-
er doing display faces.”

“Any we know?”
“Probably not. They had a short lifespan. Figure if you got 

your money in six months or a year, you were golden. I sold them 
to an outfit on the west coast called Lettergraphics, which is to 
the west coast what Photolettering Inc. is to the east coast. So 
that’s how I started, then I went to Compugraphics as a type 
designer, and now I’m at ITC marketing typefaces and deter-
mining what typefaces should be designed, what are the neces-
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sary criteria for creating a face that will sell. It’s different than 
being a type designer. I haven’t been “on the board” for five or 
six years. At first I thought there was something wrong with 
that, but then I found if I could have someone working for me, 
the problem solving is what’s fun.

Type design is like the brain surgery of graphic design: it’s 
highly specialized and can be deadly boring. There are about 
250 characters in a typeface. That’s not for different weights, 
just for one typeface, caps and lower case. Times Roman: you 
can have caps, lower case, numerals, superior numbers, superi-
or characters, fractions, old style figures, small caps, swashes, 
hundreds of international characters. You can design up to 500 
characters. Times Roman, Helvetica from a phototype manu-
facturer will have 500 because they are that wanted around 
the world. You need the versatility for all the foreign languag-
es. Then you’ve got all the math-characters and Greek charac-
ters… it’s not fun anymore.

What you see in the Letraset catalogue is just the display 
type. That’s fun, but text type is where you’re creating com-
munication, it’s the way to leave a mark on the world. Text is 
more than just an ephemeral kind of headline thing. There is a 
much more far-reaching influence in the kind of things a Her-
mann Zapf, an Adrian Frutiger, a Matthew Carter does than 
what a display headline lettering artist will do. A display face 
doesn’t have the far-reaching effect that a text typeface will 
have. Doesn’t touch as many people in as many ways.”

“What is the problem in designing a typeface? Can you de-
scribe that?”

“It used to be when I was younger to make some kind of 
statement, to put something out there that was mine and to 
make pretty letters. I’ve since come to realize the problem in 
designing a typeface is creating a design that sells, that people 
will use. If we cannot create typefaces that will sell, that will 
be used – it’s the same thing – then we have no reason for being 
in business. There is an absolute, direct correlation between 
how good a face we design and how successful we are. We only 
live off of royalties. You’re solving a design problem, but the 
primary thing is the typeface has to sell. Pretty isn’t enough.”

“Is that getting increasingly difficult?”
“There are so many out there now, the major manufacturers 

are releasing somewhere around 100 to 200 typefaces a year, 
not all of them original. A lot of them are revival designs, but 
there’s only so much that people can absorb. To create a sans 
serif design that is obviously unique and distinctive and yet 
conservative enough so that it has wide applicability, that’s 
the gotcha. ITC Souvenir doesn’t look like any other typeface – 
quite, and yet it’s got such wide applicability it can be used for 
anything from pantyhose to tires. That’s what we try to do.”

Times Roman
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CHAPTER V

TRIGGERING A NEW IDEA

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“Do you have a favorite method you 
use to solve problems?”

“Yes. Define the problem as clear-
ly as possible. You have to know, if 
you’re writing, what it is you’re trying 
to say. Mostly you can pull it out of 
your own head.”

ALLAN HALEY
“What for you triggers a new idea?”
“Any number of things: a sign that I’ll 
see. I look at typography a lot, not just 
at printed typefaces, but lettering, 
signage, old typography, collections of 
packages, hand lettering and printing 
from 1500, 1600 years ago. If you see 

things that catch your eye. “Oh boy, that’s really wonderful. I 
bet I can make a typeface about that.” Benguiat works that 
way, he sees something in Ronaldson and Caxton and puts 
them together. I’m much more analytical, I find a problem and 
come up with a solution.

Playboy magazine used to have an awful lot of handlet-
tering and I used to get Playboy, honest to God, to look at the 
lettering. Really! Because they had great handlettering. You 
could pick up things that Art Paul had commissioned in han-
dlettering and perhaps build a typeface around that. I look at 
posters. 

One of the most successful typefaces I designed was pat-
terned after a headline on an Italian cinema poster. There 
were three letters and it was probably the logo of the cinema 
in real skinny, art deco kinds of letters in outline form – big 
round O’s and little skinny cap H’s and they had a huge drop 
shadow on them.”

“So generally you approach a problem from, “What is the 
need,” not “This will be pretty.”

“I can’t do that anymore. I can’t afford to. I think it was 
a phase I went through, I think all designers probably go 
through, in fact the whole industry went through it. George 
Lois said, “It’s not creative unless it sells.” In this field, that’s 
absolutely true. When I was designing type and
living off of royalties, if my face didn’t sell, no matter how pret-
ty it was, I didn’t eat. It was absolutely as simple as that.”
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FRANÇOIS COLOS
“Do you start with a technique?”

“Yeah, is not a technique. The New 
York Times gives me a manuscript, 
they never give me an idea, they never 
send me anything. I read the manu-
script and I will say mostly by asso-
ciation, no dissociation of ideas, you 

have to find in the text some… it’s like a caricaturist take your 
head… he goes for the feeble points, the weaknesses and blow 
them up. Is approximately the same thing. I read the text and 
try to find first, not the weaknesses in the text, but the most 
characteristic, the most important points. I try to exaggerate 
these points, underline the exaggerate. (The following refers to 
his illustration in Discover magazine, December 1982) You see 
the title?

“Yes, that’s a very difficult thing to illustrate: “On Imagin-
ing the Unseeable.”

“Is the story, we have some models of atoms and molecules 
and subatomic particles, says all the models we have are com-
pletely wrong. They have nothing to do with the reality. But we 
stick with them because they are symbols. You have the classic 
atom model with the nucleus in the center and all around the 
electrons: is completely wrong. Is absolutely not like this, the 
real atom is not like this. But we stick with this and everybody 
say it’s like this. Okay, you have to make an illustration about 
this, something which is completely unseeable and complete-
ly wrong… and there is a process completely artistic because 
when you get the subject, you have to transpose in an art.”

ROGER BUTLER
“What triggers a new idea?”

“I can’t point to any one thing. It 
really is like shooting a rifle at a bull-
seye. You have a definite target and 
you try to think of various things,, 
various ideas that would get you 
there.”

“If it’s not working, what do you do? You say you have an-
other two or three weeks to go on Owens-Corning. If you haven’t 
got any good ideas and you have three days to go, what are you 
going to do?”

“You go to your nearest ideas, I suppose. Uh… what hap-
pens in the real world is it’s easy to come up with four or five 
directions you might go with to answer a problem. And maybe 
none of them really turn anybody on, but you kind of keep a 
mental note of what they are and if nothing better comes, you 
pick your best one and you say, ‘Well, it isn’t really great, is it, 
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but it’s the best we’ve got and the deadline is here and if we 
can’t get anymore time to come up with something better, this 
is it. This is the one to beat anyway.”

A lot of times you throw it open to other heads. You bring in 
more little teams to say, “Well, here’s our best idea so far. See 
what you guys can come up with in the next hour or two, the 
next day or two, the next week or two, whatever it is.” And you 
have what they call the gang-bang in the office, where 
five or six teams attack the same idea and that usually 
generates...it’s amazing. It usually generates new cre-
ativity.

A lot of creativity is accidental too, you know. Bu 
that’s it, you let your mind wander around and bump up 
with all kinds of ideas and sometimes by accident you 
come up with an idea that really works.”

“When you are initially given a problem, do you have 
a number one process that you like to follow until that 
dead ends and then you go to other ones, you open yourself up 
to other methods? Do you have one single methodology that you 
always use as a kickoff?”

“I think… yeah… I think you try to narrow the problem 
down to what should be the two or three second takeaway from 
seeing your ad or your commercial. See, I’m at a big agency in 
New York, almost everything we do is TV, or at least starts 
with TV and then is adapted to print. So it’s pretty clear that 
I’m going to have thirty seconds in pictures and words, thirty 
seconds with pictures most important, to leave an impression 
in people’s heads that’s going to make ’em remember a product 
and maybe even want to buy it. 

And so we try to define what is this one thing that out of 
that thirty seconds we want people to remember. And when I 
say it that way, you can see why the Pink Panther is a good 
idea: if the Pink Panther is there with pink insulation, and it 
says Owens-Corning Fiberglass Insulation, it doesn’t matter 
what the Pink Panther says or does on that commercial, the 
fact that he’s there and he’s the Pink Panther with the pink 
insulation… you already know what’s being advertised. All he 
has to do is do something in his thirty seconds that makes 
you think that insulation is good. Whether it’s going to save 
you money or it’s not going to catch fire or whatever. We try to 
think visually and as I say, narrow the problem down to just a 
sentence or so.”

“But how do you get there? What do you do so you can arrive 
at that? Do you have one favorite way that you, yourself, like to 
use to arrive there? What I like to do is get every bit of factual 
information I can possibly get my hands on and then I worry 
about what I’m going to do with it.”

“For sure. I mean, if we haven’t said that…”
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JOHN NEWCOMB
“When you’re trying to think of a vi-
able visual idea, it’s perfectly okay 
to massage the words in the work-
ing title: “Finding New Bonanzas In 
Your 1983 Tax Form” turned to “How 
to Extract More Dollars From Your 
1040.” As long as you don’t change the 

meaning of the story, it’s perfectly okay to completely reword 
the whole headline if it’ll help support your visual idea.”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“Roche and Dinkeloo are a famous ar-
chitectural firm in New Haven and 
Dinkeloo once told me that Roche 
always asked him, “Isn’t there some 
way to span 400 feet?” and Dinkeloo 
would answer, “No, Kevin, you can’t 
do that” and Roche responded, “Okay, 

I just thought I’d ask.” He was designing a museum of flight 
and his idea was to have the entranceway house the Wright 
Brothers airplane just inside the front door: the beginning of 
flight. Then the building would get bigger and bigger and big-
ger. He wanted the building to just explode. His engineering 
partner said what he really wanted was the world’s largest air-
plane flying around in a circle outside as the final experience 
of this whole thing.

What he was trying to do with a building was express this 
absolute explosion of the age of flight. That was the time he 
asked, “Couldn’t we have a 400 foot span?” – and of course you 
can, you build a bridge and hang a building off the bridge, but 
that would cost quite a bit of money. Finally over frustration at 
not being able to express that idea, he said, “I can’t do it. I have 
a great idea for this building that can’t be built, so get someone 
else to do this project where they hang the airplanes off some 
dumb strings and that will be that.”

And that is of course what happened with the Air and 
Space Museum. He didn’t really resign the account outright, 
but he made his opinion clear.”

JOHN NEWCOMB
“Why given tends to be one of the most 
fertile areas. It deals with human 
emotions best. This is a mechani-
cal system I recommend to people 
to loosen them up. It came about in 
this way: many of the articles in Med-
ical Economics were so similar that 
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I had to devise a tool to help me out. Also, I’ve always been 
fond of words. I don’t think you can be a good designer of any 
type without a healthy reverence for words. I was talking with 
George Lois the other day and he said, “A really competent 
communicating designer has to be articulate.”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“I was reading an article today that 
Mildred wrote about the Hans Hol-
bein Museum, where one of the prob-
lems that was presented to the archi-
tects by the curator was that modern 
paintings don’t have frames anymore, 
and they’re painted like they’re not 

going to have any frames. How should this affect the archi-
tecture? It’s an interesting question… and it’s an open-ended 
question. Do you design a different room for a painting that’s 
not going to have a frame than you would for a painting that 
had an ornate frame?

The answer is probably “Yes.” What should be different 
about it, though, is a complex problem (much laughter). The 
same thing about statues now, they don’t sit on pedestals. What 
do you do differently about the gallery space, if anything? The 
answer, of course, is you do something. Now what is it? Right?

But it imposes an interesting constraint on what could be 
a very boring problem: a bunch of big empty rooms with no 
windows. This makes it interesting. It forced the architect to 
design different spaces for different kinds of stuff.”

DAVID BARNETT
“I outline my project mentally ahead 
of time. I know pretty much what I’m 
looking for an outline in my mind. 
Then it’s simply a question of getting 
it down. We are very cerebral think-
ers - no snap, intuitive solutions from 
us.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“Do you list things to possibly include 
in your collages?”

“No, no. I never list. Sketches yes, but 
for me, everything goes in the head. I 
will tell you when I do an illustration, 
I build up everything in my head, I 
don’t need sketch. Because I make col-

lages, after I gathering the elements everything I need, I put 
on paper and play with this a little bit… because which I have 
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in my head is never exactly the same. When I start to think 
about the illustration, I start to thinking about the elements, 
too. I know what I have, approximately. I know I need this kind 
of element, I go in my files where I have the different kinds of 
solids and I pick up the best for this illustration… and there, 
in this moment, I build up all the illustration in my head and 
there I start to take the paper, I cut out things approximately… 
I put on paper and I look.

It’s funny: I never make in my mind an illustration which 
is exactly the same on paper. Not better or worse, simply dif-
ferent, simply different. In my mind, which I build up, is nev-
er like the reality. Sometimes is very disturbing because you 
think you have it and you don’t.”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“Somebody who is really trying to 
explore new ground, like John Port-
man doing his first hotel, he had to 
persuade a hotel company that what 
they should build is a huge building, 
two-thirds of which is a big hole in 
the middle, right? And he persuaded 

them. He didn’t know. But he said, “I think, don’t you think, 
Mr. Hyatt-Regency, that if we built this hotel right, and we had 
this big thing in the middle, that everyone would come here 
and you could get $80 a room instead of $60 a room?” And they 
said, “Let’s try it.”

Tough sell, especially to a businessman, and it’s his 86 mil-
lion dollars. And if you really screw him up, for one thing he 
loses his job, right? That’s a start, right? 

There are clients who accept architects and fight with 
them and struggle with them and they go to all the goddamn 
meetings and they say, “Oh my God, you can’t do that,” and he 
says, “Why not? I really think we should do this,” and there’s 
this conflict and they live through these two years of really 
struggling through what this place is going to be like with real 
values in mind. There’s no sense to building a hotel that’s two-
thirds a hole unless there is a value to the owner.

It turns out it worked out… I mean, every hotel now has a 
big hole in the middle. It was an exciting idea: people did want 
to go there and stay there and they were willing to pay an ex-
tra twenty bucks a night. Now they’re discovering all kinds of 
wonderful things like it really cuts down on the heating cost, 
right? But you have to fight through everything: the health 
department says people will jump off the balconies and commit 
suicide, well you’ve got to cope with that. And in fact, some 
do. But I mean you can always open the window and jump out 
the other side, right? But it’s particularly unpleasant if some-
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body does a brody into the lobby at cocktail time. For every 
one who does that, there are a million people who are excited 
and pleased and made to feel good when they come out of their 
dumb little hotel room and there’s this magnificent space.

Same thing in office buildings: the really good architects 
think about the very real problem that most people who work 
in offices have boring jobs and they don’t especially want to be 
there. How do you make life pleasant for these people? And not 
so much to increase productivity. I mean that’s all bullshit, but 
to make them feel better. Charlie Gwathmey, a very good archi-
tect in New York, says architecture is an art and there’s only 
one building type left that hasn’t been approached as an art. 
Churches of course are an obvious example… the efforts to put 
you in a mood to think about God. You walk into a great cathe-
dral and there isn’t any doubt your frame of mind is changed, 
you’re put in a mood. 

The Capital in Washington gets me every time I’m in it, 
and I’ve been in it twenty times. “This is where the Govern-
ment is,” (pounding on the table in sync). You don’t think this 
is where all those turkey stupid senators are… you think this 
is where the Government is.

An office building wants to be a decent place to spend half 
your waking hours, and they aren’t. They’re still governed by 
absolute false rules like the biggest big-shot gets the corner 
office. Who’s to say I need any more quiet or any more space 
than the Assistant Editor on Housing did! Wrong! We need the 
same space, same typewriter, same amount of quiet. The guy 
who was working on the Air and Space Museum, Kevin Roche, 
talked the Union Carbide people into building the same size 
office for everyone. Now that’s a considerable accomplishment 
for a designer. Everyone’s got a view. The most interesting 
building from that point of view is the Ford Foundation build-
ing, you know, with the big garden in the middle? It’s an inter-
esting organization: everybody’s a chief, right? He’s the chief 
in charge of Afro-American Affairs, he’s the chief in charge 
of Latin-American Affairs… but they all have the same view. 
Everybody in the whole place has the same size office and the 
same view.”

ALLAN HALEY
“What challenges you the most?”
“I guess creating a design that is a 

statement for me and that a lot of peo-
ple want to use. You’re making your 
design statement spread out through 
a lot of people, make a greater impact. 
The more information you can get pri-

or to the design, the more skill you can put into the design, the 
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better chance you have of meeting your goals.
The info I mean is: what kinds of typefaces are being used? 

What kinds of trends are happening? By doing some research, 
you can find out what the trends will be in typeface design. 
Handlettering is one of the places to start looking. You can see 
that there is a lot of, say, Art Deco handlettering. If you can 
bring those qualities to a text face design without having them 
get in the way of the communication process, then you’re be-
ginning to gather information you put into a typeface design.”

“Why are handlettering pieces such good indicators of what’s 
happening?”

“Because a creative person is hiring another creative per-
son to do something they can’t get off of a typesetter. If enough 
creative people are saying the same kinds of things, the danger 
is you start following trends and the trends aren’t very creative, 
it’s just Laverne and Shirley and all the spin offs of Laverne 
and Shirley on television. You’ve got to be careful. If enough 
creative people are doing something, then obviously there’s a 
need for these kinds of things in type.

“With this sort of problem-solving, you need to get on the 
boat early. A great example is Avant Garde Gothic. The beauty 
of Avant Garde Gothic is as a display typeface where you can 
interlock all the characters and make all the lovely ligatures. 
Avant Garde Gothic is still a mainstay of text typography and 
maybe a lot of designers who are using it now aren’t aware of 
all the things that have been done with the face before.”

“I think of Avant Garde as being probably the most germ-free 
face in existence.”

“It’s probably that… Futura is more so. Avant Garde has 
such a big x-height. It’s saying, “I’m being very subtle here.” 
Self-consciously subtle. Futura, with its smaller x-height really 
is more subtle. There’s your germ-free typeface because there’s 
really nothing there. Maybe it’s your ideal typeface, you don’t 
see it. That’s what Beatrice Ward always said, “Typeface design 
should be like a crystal goblet: you see through the face to what’s 
inside.” If a face screams out at you, it’s not doing its job. What 
it’s supposed to do is help you communicate. That’s really why 
I’m in this industry, it’s communication.”

ROGER BUTLER
“The problem you’re working on right 
now, to come up with another idea 
for Owens-Corning insulation, you’re 
watching TV and you talk with people 
to stimulate some part of your mind. 
You’ve had times though when you’ve 
all of a sudden come up with an Ah-

hah! You know, a ‘bolt of lightening.’ ”
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“I guess it comes off of spin offs of similar ideas usually. You 
do something like something that’s worked. You see something 
on television, you see another commercial, “Hey! That sort of 
thing would work for us. Or maybe we could do something like 
that.” You probably don’t make great huge quantum creative 
leaps all at once.

Another way of looking at something that’s familiar, you 
turn the product or the idea in different lights and try to see it 
in some fresh way. Oh… oh, I don’t know. I came up with an idea 
that everyone thought was really peachy for business jets. We 
were selling a Cessna business jet and we wanted a mailing to 
show people how fuel-efficient it was. Something made me think 
of those Chinese boxes, where you open one box and inside is a 
smaller box and then inside that is a smaller box and inside that 
is an even smaller box. 

That was the idea and so my idea wasn’t all that creative, 
but in the end everyone thought it was wonderful. I found a toy 
that was oil barrels and we labeled the big barrel a certain busi-
ness jet that used a lot of fuel to get 500 miles and then inside 
that was another barrel that used less fuel to go 500 miles and 
inside that was another barrel, and finally on the fifth or sixth 
barrel, this tiny little barrel, that’s how much fuel our Cessna 
business jet took to go 500 miles.”

“How did you originally get that Chinese box idea though, 
where did that come from?”

“I don’t know. I don’t know whether I saw something in the 
newspaper or what. I saw in my head, I saw these different 
quantities of fuel that the various competitor’s planes needed… 
Maybe a graph, I don’t know. But it was a wonderful mailing. 
All these company pilots and so on kept it on their desks ’cause 
it was a nice talking thing, and they took it home to their kids. 
Barrels within barrels and the smallest barrel had inside it this 
little piece of paper that said, “The Cessna Citation goes 500 
miles on only so many gallons of gas,” you know…”

JOHN CLEVELAND
“I eliminated the product photo-ori-
ented approach in favor of a series of 
charts constructed of actual building 
materials – wood, glass and so forth 
designed around straight and sim-
ple text… The client was extremely 
satisfied since the charts, as integral 
parts of the overall message, were 

given emphasis in a creative and readable way. While they 
served as the only major design elements, the charts did not 
heavily dominate or detract from the simple approach desired 
by the client. 
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It is this type of product I feel proudest of, since it achieves a 
necessary creative function while serving the client in a respon-
sible fashion.”18

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“What I find with writers who are 
stuck writing an article is they have 
everything laid out on their desk and 
I say, “You want to get this done? Fold 
it up and put it over here and write it. 
Don’t look at your notes, just write it, 

and if you get stuck and you can’t remember whether it’s blue 
or green’ put a bunch of x’s, just don’t stop.” Most writers put 

“KKK” because it sticks out like mad, and they go back. 
I think in all the design disciplines, you have to be able to vi-

sualize it. I don’t suppose you can start to paint a picture unless 
you have a vision of what you want to make and that’s the start-
ing point, you know? It’s got to be in your head. But some peo-
ple just don’t have the ability to conceptualize. There are some 
people who can’t understand a simple floor plan, so the architect 
has to build them a model! But the hardest work is to sit down 
and conjure up a picture of what this place is going to be like.”

l8John Cleveland,

“Lower Earnings,” Speaking

Out On Annual Reports, p.24.
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CHAPTER VI

STIMULATION OF IDEAS:
MASSAGING THE SUBCONSCIOUS

JOHN NEWCOMB
“Milton Glaser, Elwood Smith the 
cartoonist, Dik Browne the syndi-
cated cartoonist who does Hagar The 
Horrible, Walter Wood the designer, 
they all gather and study as much in-
formation as they can on a project and 
then sleep on it. 

Elwood Smith can literally feel the energy build during 
lunch and by the time he sits at his board, he’s ready to explode. 

George Lois thinks of it as literally plucking ideas off a tree 
– he doesn’t need so much time. Reaches up and pulls ideas off 
the branches. Dik Browne uses his subconscious like all the 
others – you don’t really leave the problem when you set it aside. 
Most said they really only need an hour for their subconscious 
to work.

Dik Browne keeps a pad and pencil by his bedside: his best 
ideas come at twelve midnight or six in the morning. The ones 
that come at three a.m. seem hilarious at the time, but turn out 
to be real rattlesnakes the next day.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“When you’re stuck for an idea, how do 
you get everything moving again? How 
do you get the bumper-to-bumper mov-
ing again?”

“When I am stuck – it’s happen – it 
is the problem when you have no time, 
when you have to do overnight. Gener-

ally I do one thing: I take something which is nothing to do with 
job, read a book, watch TV, relax completely for half an hour, one 
hour, depends on how much time I have for the job. Or, which 
works with me, I go to sleep. In the morning is click something.”

FREEMAN DYSON
“At the beginning of September it 
was time to go back East. I got onto 
a Greyhound bus and traveled non-
stop for three days and nights as far 
as Chicago. This time I had nobody to 
talk to. The roads were too bumpy for 
me to read, and so I sat and looked out 
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of the window and gradually fell into a comfortable stupor. As 
we were droning across Nebraska on the third day, something 
suddenly happened. For two weeks I had not thought about 
physics, and now it came bursting into my consciousness like an 
explosion. Feynman’s pictures and Schwinger’s equations began 
sorting themselves out in my head with a clarity they had never 
had before. For the first time I was able to put them all together. 
For an hour or two I arranged and rearranged the pieces. Then 
I knew that they all fitted. I had no pencil or paper, but every-
thing was so clear I did not need to write it down.”19

JOHN NEWCOMB
“Let’s talk about the control of inhibi-
tion. You have to think your way into 
a certain frame of mind to begin mak-
ing visual solutions. One of them is 
to literally take the governor off your 
intellect, to put aside almost all your 
self-critical tendencies. No doodle or 

no thought is too trivial or too inappropriate. One partial figure 
you make might lead to a totally separate idea. You have to sus-
pend judgment and criticism until later stages in your creative 
process.”

19Freeman Dyson,

Disturbing the Universe, (New 

York: Harper & Row, 1979), p.67.
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CHAPTER VII

TECHNOLOGY IN CREATIVITY

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“How much do you have to know about 
your technology?”

“I answer your question with a 
question: How much do you have to 
know about auto mechanic and a man 
who starts the Indianapolis 500, the 
one who is driving the car?”

“As much as possible so if something begins to go wrong, he 
knows how to get around it, use alternative methods.”

“Yes. Is exactly the same in my job. For example, I make 
handmade paper, not because I like it but because good hand-
made paper is hard to get. 

I am Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde: my bad side work for the mag-
azines, newspapers and this kind of stuff to pay the bills and 
pay the rent… and I have another part which work for myself. 
It’s more intelligent. I made it in view of exhibition and always 
I broke my head against a wall because I go to the galleries 
and people say, “It’s beautiful,” but we have problems because 
I don’t work big. 

In America, the painting is start with three feet by two 
feet. If it’s smaller, it’s a problem. I don’t work on canvas, I work 
on paper. Is a big problem too. I work small on paper: is a big 
problem. My illustrations are about sixteen inches square, but 
what is big for an illustration is on a gallery wall very small.

Other problem: for eight years now, since 1976, I make a 
kind of calendar, a diary, call it what you want. Day by day I 
put a very funny mixture. Is personal things, political events, 
is artistic events, I go to the movies, the theater I put in. 

I show it to a guy who is in the Whitney Museum, with the 
drawings, and he said; “Ah, it’s beautiful. If you want to make a 
one-man show in the Whitney Museum, we can do something.” 
Of course I want! What kind of question is that? I brought them 
in the museum to show it, okay, he says it’s beautiful, it’s nice. 
Two weeks later I receive a call: “We have some problems…” I 
say, “What?” “If you came to see me, it’s hard to explain…” So 
I go to see him.

“You know, we have sponsors at the museum, people who 
give us the life. And you hurt people in your work.” Welllll, I 
have a kind of crooked vision when something wrong, Brrrrung! 
I pick up like this. And everybody gets for his money: the Catho-
lic, the Jewish, the WASP, the Black, to everyone. And because 
you do something so the Jewish or the Arabs or the Black or 
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somebody will be hurt, of course. Or the woman, somebody al-
ways hurt.”

“Otherwise it wouldn’t be a statement.”
“Otherwise not. But coming back to the New York Times, it 

is the problem: you can’t writing all around the subject and say 
nothing. You say nothing. You cannot do this in drawing. Is 
impossible to draw around something. Either you say it or you 
not. It is the problem.”

“That is the problem with the drawings that are rejected. 
They are too accurate.”

“Yuh. And the editor said, “We don’t endorse your opinion.” 
I said, “I don’t ask you endorse my opinion. The problem is, you 
have no opinion,” because I read cover to cover the New York 
Times and there is no one opinion in the New York Times.”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“To what extent do you have to under-
stand your technology in
order to come up with fresh solutions?”

“Ohhhh, in college there was a 
whole period of time when the kids 
didn’t think they needed to draw. 

Now I think that’s wrong, you got to draw. I mean, that’s the 
expression of architects. It’s almost assumed that architects 
can draw up a storm quickly, accurately, expressively, because 
that’s our language. It’s a visual language. 

Sure you have to learn your hardware, your tools, but 
that’s not what it’s about. Think of the number of sculptors 
who don’t do their own sculpture. They design a model of the 
sculpture and go supervise some guys who know how to melt 
bronze, right? A person who makes tapestries doesn’t have to 
make 7,000,268 stitches. They have to know how to tell other 
people where to put the stitches.

Most architects in fact know how to build everything but 
an enormously complex building.

There aren’t a hell of a lot of innovations in architecture. 
There are innovations in escorting daylight into buildings and 
how much daylight you’re going to get in. 

The architects first began to understand what they want-
ed to do, they talked with engineers and the glass companies 
and they all got together and said, “We want to bend the light,” 
right? So it hits the window and it comes this way. “How do we 
do that?” And they solved those problems’ It came from defin-
ing the problem.

But the important thing is to have the idea, then you can go 
to whoever you need to have the idea work. The important part 
is the thinking, then you call upon the technicians, but that’s a 
secondary skill.”
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ALLAN HALEY
“To what extent do you have to be 
aware of your technology to come up 
with heretofor unseen designs?”

“You have to be absolutely aware 
of your technology. Handset metal 
type had limitations that were dis-
tinctly different from machine set 

metal type. There was no such thing as “duplexing,” a roman 
and italic typeface sharing common character widths. Italics 
are supposed to be condensed… Well, in handtype, or foundry 
type, you can create that so it looks the way it’s supposed to 
look. In machine set type, someone had the great idea that 
if you combine character widths so that the italic “a” and the 
roman “a” share the same width value, it saves manufactur-
ing costs and everyone’s happy, but now you’ve got an italic “a” 
that’s expanded in design and the space is too wide.

Phototype puts certain restrictions on it: how small the im-
age can be, how fine a hairline you can work with. If you’ve got 
a disk spinning around at a very high rate of speed in a drum 
and you’ve got a strobe flashing onto photo-sensitive material, 
you have to take certain kinds of things into account.

Now with digital, other kinds of things come into effect. 
In low-resolution digital laser printers, this is where every-
one is so excited. The available market for photo-composition 
equipment is about 60,000 units. With low-resolution digital 
printers, you’re getting into the office environment and, the-
oretically, anyone who has a typewriter could be using one of 
these. You’re talking in the millions. The type designers are 
very excited about the potential for royalties.

But now you have to create a Times Roman out of a ma-
trix that has 300 dots by 300 dots. That’s a constant, too. So 
if you’re six point Times Roman, you’re working in a matrix 
that’s probably 12 dots by 12 dots. You have to absolutely know 
your technology. In type design, it’s more than just working 
with these dots to make an alphabet, like needlepoint or some-
thing like that. You can fool a machine but you have to know 
what to do and how to do it.”

DAVID & JOSEPHINE 
BARNETT
David “Technology does affect the hav-
ing of new ideas: knowing how lighting 
works can greatly affect the mood, and 
consequential success, of a play. You 
can’t become a musician with only ten 
lessons. You have to learn about the

craft; work with knowledge, not imitation or happenstance.”
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Josephine “Artists are never artistic. They’re not self-serv-
ing. The artist has a job to do, he’s busy working at his art, not 
his image.”

David “A trumpet player can write a better trumpet part 
than a pianist can. A sustaining instrument is an instrument 
that will hold a note all by itself, a non-sustaining instrument 
stops when you do. A trumpet player is non-sustaining and a 
trumpet player knows best how to manipulate it.”

Josephine “The best playwrights were actors like Shake-
speare. A non-acting playwright is liable to write a long mono-
logue while other actors are just standing around on stage. It 
happens all the time, don’t laugh! Writing a play which is a 
play, not just an exercise in human vanity, is a very complicat-
ed and difficult thing.”

JIM SHARPE
“The airbrush I use is the most simple 
airbrush you can buy because I don’t 
want to be bothered with it other than 
to spray in some backgrounds. I don’t 
want to be an airbrush artist. At the 
same time, I know a Winsor-Newton 
brush Number 3, Series 7, I know ex-

actly how it will feel. I can feel the difference between a 3B 
and a 6B pencil drawing in the dark, using the projector, for 
instance. But oils have their own set of rules and I’m trying 
to learn how to use oils, but as soon as I’ve learned the rules, 
I want to discard them so I can use oils and have them fit my 
work and my thinking.”
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CHAPTER VIII

RECOGNIZING A GOOD IDEA
WHEN YOU HAVE ONE

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
JOHN WAGNER
“What signals a good solution?”
Walter “A great architect knows he’s 
got a good solution because it pleas-
es him a lot. Intuitively. You’ve got to 
make all the checks: what percent of 
the space is in circulation, all the ef-

ficiency checks and does the air conditioning really work and 
how much glare is going to come in from the sun?”

John “You know it’s right when everything begins to fall 
into place. When every decision is almost made for you, be-
cause as you get deeper and deeper into the problem, prior de-
cisions tell you what to do now. You’re almost just recognizing 
the decision. But you have to have a strong concept. If you don’t, 
you’re just fighting it the whole way. It happened a lot in school. 
You’d be working on a design solution for the whole semester 
and two weeks before it was due, you’d say, “I’ll just start all 
over,” and do the whole semester’s worth of work in two weeks 
and it’s usually better because you’ve already plowed through 
it the wrong way and made all the mistakes.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“How do you know when you’ve arrived 
at a good solution?”

“I have several and I choose one, I 
choose the best. After 25 years, you 
are comfortable with one idea and 
you are not really with another. Gen-
erally you think about the style of the 

magazine, the style of the newspaper, the taste of the editor…”

JIM SHARPE
“What is the qualitative difference 
separating a good or bad piece from 
merely an okay piece? What keeps a 
project from being ordinary?”

“Usually this happens within the 
context of a deadline: the thing’s due 
tomorrow and you’ve only got so much 

time. I do much better when I’ve only got three days rather 
than six months to do a piece. I think it’s more creative to just 
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sit down and paint than to plot every step of the way. It’s no 
good to have great ideas in your head and not get them past 
the wrist. I don’t know how to judge it, but I judge it by what 
the job demanded and what my expectations were. I’ve also 
learned I can only do so much. Sometimes the concept isn’t so 
good to start with. Sometimes you just flat run out of time.”

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
“As an editor, you don’t write so much 
anymore: you look at other people’s 
writing and decide, “Does this do the 
job?” You make all kinds of compro-
mises, “This explains it, that’s good 
enough,” or, “This is wonderful.” It’s 
no big deal when you’ve been at it a 

while: “This is really a wonderful article,” or, “This article will 
do.” In the real world, you have to decide quickly. Time’s up 
for instance, so you compromise. Sometimes you fix things, or 
persuade other people to fix things, or bring in other people to 
fix things.”

PHIL MARCO
“The semantics of the word “simple” 
suffers more misunderstanding and 
misinterpretation than any other 
word, whether it’s suggesting a simple 
typeface, or proposing an unobtrusive 
background that allows the subject to 
speak for itself. Simplicity in a photo-

graph is a visual that is to the point, allowing nothing to get 
in the way of the idea or the information you wish to impart.

The light and composition should be impeccable, the visu-
al strong in concept and execution. The end result should be 
something that is easy to read and pleasurable to view.”20

ROGER BUTLER
“The best idea is the one that drama-
tizes the selling point quickest and 
in the most memorable way: TV has 
only two to three seconds to get your 
attention. You must zero in on the 
Unique Selling Proposition.

An example Polaroid instant pho-
tos. “Under 60 seconds, under 60 dollars.” What’s important is 
that it’s the first camera to give you a photo immediately. Half 
the time there are no reasons to buy your product, no USP. Be 
sure to watch out for the trap of making the advertisement 
memorable instead of the product. 

20Phil Marco,

“Visuals and Simplicity,” 

Speaking Out On Annual 

Reports, p.56.
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The best ideas are the ones with the client’s name built 
right in. “Merrill-Lynch is Bullish on America.” If your prod-
uct has no particular feature you can discuss, no USP, hold a 
mirror up to the purchaser, talk about them: Coca-Cola and 
happiness. Sell an image: pick any beer advertising. Make 
them feel good about themselves so the good feelings rub off on 
your product.

Make the distinction between a one-shot idea and a cam-
paignable idea, that you can live with for years and years. A 
good example is the American Express “Do You Know Me?” 
campaign. It’s a big idea because it is infinitely extendable. 
Anyone can do the 38th commercial in the campaign!

Slice of life: how dramatic and well-executed is it? The best 
are realistic; the conversation is very well written - the emo-
tional coffee ones, Hallmark Greeting Cards, Mean Joe Greene 
for Coke, for example. The best slices of life have emotion, a 
good setting, an imperfect situation.”

JOHN NEWCOMB
“At what point do you know you’ve 
gone far enough with your ideas?”

“When I get oh… half a dozen 
viable alternatives. I brought home 
a sheaf of cover sketches we use to 
pick ideas for covers. This one shows 
a statue of blind justice, actually a 

model holding a standard-issue bazooka on her shoulder. It de-
scribes the New Jersey legal system pouncing on doctors for 
malpractice.

Here’s one where we got a great stripping job from the 
printer. It’s about the rise in malpractice insurance rates and 
shows a surgeon about to jump off the window ledge. Photog-
rapher Walter Wick shot the top of the cover from the seven-
teenth floor and the bottom part from the second floor, those 
are his feet on the ledge. This one won a prize, it’s one of our 
best covers.

To show trimming expenses from office overhead: “Prac-
tice Expenses: Has All the Fat Been Trimmed?” We got butter-
fly cuts of high-grade sirloin and cut them into the shape of a 
building, stuck in a doll house door and window shapes, put a 
knife by it and put it on a butcher block background.

This was our most elaborate and expensive set: we had to 
build a furnace for a doctor to be shoveling paper money into. 
The fire was shot separately upstate by Walter Wick, then a 
large transparency was made, placed inside the furnace and 
backlit, then he applied dry black tempera paint to the opening 
around the door to make it look like soot marks. The guy is 
wonderful.
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This is about trade falling off: people just aren’t going to 
the doctor as often as they used to, so we made the patient an 
extinct species.

I get my kicks out of doing the preliminary drawings. You 
have to keep them rough enough so they won’t get picked on. 
If you make tight comps, you’ll draw a lot more fire from the 
critics in every direction.”
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CHAPTER IX

EXERCISES AND PROJECTS

JOHN NEWCOMB
“The brain is in need of as much spe-
cific exercise as any other muscle in 
the body. I suggest a twice-yearly 
drill to develop skill in association 
and synthesization. Take any an-
nual of concept art and pick a topic 
you know well and free-associate by 

finding ideas shown in the book. Example: A shell game with 
an insurance salesman under one shell. That was transformed 
into a tennis player holding a shell with a yellow marble un-
der the shell saying, “Keep your opponent guessing which shot 
you’ll take.” Another example: Bjorn Borg’s head as a moun-
tain on which competitors are climbing. The headline is, “1981 
Wimbledon: Scaling Mt. Borg.” I got the idea from a photo in 
an annual showing a series of bronze heads done by a sculptor. 
You must synthesize ideas to get surprising visuals.”

“What is a project you’d assign to expand students’ creativity?”
“This association exercise can be one of the most beneficial 

exercises you can do. Take a book, use an experience matrix 
and transliterate ideas from the book to the matrix of knowl-
edge. The matrix is their area of interest. It need have no di-
rect subject connection at all.

“Is there no way to keep tennis balls fresh?,” came from a 
picture of a hen sitting on a bottle full of unbroken eggs. This 
is the kind of exercise I would recommend; they’re push ups for 
the mind, Potential story ideas that are triggered by the visual 
ideas in the annual, dig? Okay? 

Jet lag is represented by a guy coming off the ramp in 
pieces: Upper body, lower body… I got Grossman to draw that. 

“Creative Discovery,” I have Einstein discovering E=MC2 on a 
spoon of alphabet soup. 

I think I see a danger in teaching by giving assignments 
where the students can choose their weapons: technique, mate-
rials, with ways that it can be executed. The most marketable 
type of creativity, the hardest to find, is the creation of the 
germ idea. 

That’s the real goal in the exercises you’re after. Choosing 
an illustrator or photographer and setting up the lighting is, 
as I say, just the choice of weapons. That’s clean up detail. It’s 
terribly important, but it’s not that hard to come by what is 
hard to come by is the facility to generate ideas.

I’m suggesting projects that are executed with a single 
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black marker. I’m suggesting mental push ups with this asso-
ciation exercise. That’s right on target for getting to your goal.

Have your students denude the library of annuals and 
books, have them do the association spadework in class for an 
hour, do the sketches at home and have a critique the following 
class. 

They’d have to have their matrix area well in mind be-
forehand and they’d have to be constantly reminded to stay on 
track during the research. They’d practically have to have one 
book apiece. That’s tough. Put it on mechanical terms: they 
are exercising a specific muscle. The association is going to be 
a different kind of hard work, they mustn’t expect it to be easy, 
it’ll get easier the more they do it.”

WALTER WAGNER
JENNIFER WAGNER
“What is a problem you might assign 
to expand a person’s ability to concep-
tualize?”

Walter “That’s the business of 
criticism. As an editor, you don’t have 
to go through all the grunts and 

groans of writing the piece and you look at it with fresh eyes’ 
You criticize by saying, “Wouldn’t it be better if… ?” I’ve writ-
ten more editorials where you come to the end and you know 
what you meant to start with. Now you know what to think, 
right? So you throw out the first one and start a new one’”

“Let’s say you come for a day-long seminar and I had spe-
cifically asked you to present the students with material that 
would get them thinking in a new way. I want them to be shak-
en up, to really get an impact. What would that problem be?”

“Geez, how’s that for a question?”
“Do you want me to turn the tape off while you think about 

it?”
“Sure. Otherwise there’d be a 45 minute blank space!”
“How would you get them to create more, to do some thing 

wholly different?”
“A famous engineering problem is: there’s a creature that’s 

nine feet tall, has eyes in the back of its head, can’t hear and 
has three arms. Design a method of transit for this on road-
ways. Design a car.”

Jennifer “It’s a change of perspective. Writers would 
switch their point of view if they were a man by writing from 
a woman’s point of view and if they’re a woman, writing from 
a man’s point of view.”

Walter “When Roger (Butler) wrote his famous “Merrill 
Lynch is Bullish on America” line, the day he wrote that ad he 
said, “Hey, which is the one where it’s going up?”
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DAVID & JOSEPHINE 
BARNETT
David “You have to be careful crit-
icizing student work. Don’t give a 
model and have them match it; simply 
point out the area that needs more 
work. Don’t discourage the creativity 
in a person. Encourage students to 

improve. “There are some interesting things you’ve got here.”
Popular music is simply ethnic groups giving up their indi-

viduality; a consensus of what is acceptable. So I have students 
dig up their ethnic origins and write music expressing that 
heritage. Avoid an assignment that is just perfunctory. Make 
an assignment autobiographical to generate interest.”

Josephine “As a teacher, you must always try to reach 
for everyone in class, but if you don’t get them it doesn’t mean 
you’re a bad teacher; just that they’re bad students. Motivate 
everyone at his own level so all students can work at their own 
speed. For instance, some characters in a play are more com-
plex than others. The lead goes to the most competent actor. 

“There’s no such thing as small parts, only small actors.”

JIM SHARPE
“How would you expand students’ cre-
ativity?”

“Do as many pictures as you can. 
Instead of one picture, do six. And 
do something that you like. Don’t do 
a portfolio that has one black and 
white, one person standing at a lunch 

counter, a car, and go through all that. Just start out doing 
what you like. Get your creative feelings out.

One thing they shouldn’t do is start out doing a picture 
with a likeness in it. Pull something out of your own memory. 
If you start with a likeness you have two problems: you have 
to make it look like someone, and you have to make it look in-
teresting. Begin with self-expression and self-explanation. Say, 

“I’ll give you three emotions and you illustrate one of them any 
way you want to.”

ALLAN HALEY 
“If you were to assign a typeface project, 
what would it be?”

“If the goal is to learn about the 
creation of original letterforms, I 
wouldn’t have them design a whole 
typeface. I’d have them do something 
with an existing typeface. “I want you 
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to create a logo and corporate identity program using just type 
and the typeface I want you to use is Century Oldstyle. That’s 
it. And I want you to handletter it all.” So you really get in 
there and find out what Century Oldstyle is all about. You get 
in there and draw it. Now, you could work large and stat it 
down. This project is to teach about letterforms. If your goal is 
to teach typography, you have to work with existing typefaces.

As you move up the taste ladder; and that’s Aaron Burns’ 
phrase; the taste-makers are the New York advertising de-
signers. They set the trends. And the key word there is trend. 
Type to those people becomes a fashion industry. “What is the 
new typeface to use that will separate my piece of graphics 
from everyone else’s?” We initially want these people to use our 
typefaces. But we also want the other folks, the ones working 
on a piece of Varityper equipment, to also find a use for that 
typeface.”

“Don’t you think these taste makers are avoiding having to 
come up with inspired, graphics by using the latest hot face?”

“No. There are designers who are quite proud of the fact 
that they only use Century. They say, “I am so good, I only 
have to use Century. I can make Century do what I want it to 
do.” That’s only one aspect of design and it’s just as valid as 
someone who likes to experiment with different typefaces. It’s 
like music: we have the classic musical pieces we like to listen 
to and enjoy. Yet there’s always new music being created.”

“Regarding teaching people how to work with type…”
“You’re absolutely right. Students have to know what the 

letterforms are and how to use them for what they are before 
they go out and start experimenting with different faces and 
screwing around.”

“If you were to give a problem whose purpose was to expand 
the students’ ability to conceptualize, what might you assign?”

“If it’s improved eyes you’re looking for, I’d have them create 
a character or two so you get the relationship in a given alpha-
bet. If everyone had the lowercase “a” from Century Oldstyle 
and they had 15 minutes to recreate it, let’s say. You could do 
a crit on that and see if people did indeed translate what was 
really there or if they translated it and drew something they 
thought was there.

Students draw a lowercase “o” to the same x-height as an 
“x”. But it’s not the same. The hairline at the top of an “o” is not 
the same weight as the hairline at the bottom of an “o”.

It’s all for optics; you create something so it looks right, not 
so it’s necessarily mathematically right.

Another first assignment is to tack a page from a newspa-
per on the board and tell the students to comp it on 8½”x11” 
paper in a minute and a half. The smart ones will use broad 
brush strokes to gray in the columns of text; they really see 
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what’s there. They see the colors.”
“What’s the difference between effective communication and 

artsy design?”
“Effective communication can be artsy design. Artsy de-

sign is not necessarily effective communication. It’s an either/
or kind of thing. I’m a firm believer in “Form follows function.” 
If it’s effective typography, it is beautiful, it is artsy. The head-
line is the only chance you have of catching the reader and if 
there’s anything that stops the reader from getting the mes-
sage and getting into the text, you’ve lost the reader. If you’re 
really good, you can make a visual pun, whereby the words 
you’re putting down, the shapes you’re working with, both say 
the same thing. An example is Mirror Image and the two “r’s” 
are back-to-back. If you can play with the letterforms in such a 
way that they support the meaning of the word, great.”

“How do you get the students up to that subtle point where 
they design something that is both interesting and legible?”

“You can’t do that overnight. The drive has to be within 
the student. You can’t learn the subtleties of tennis unless you 
spend a long time playing. Bombarding them with examples 
helps a lot, if you explain why some are good and others aren’t. 
Just go to a magazine store and start cutting out pages. You 
need to be able to verbalize it yourself first. Say the words so 
the ideas can come out into the open.

At Compugraphic we had a big board and anytime someone 
saw anything interesting with type, they’d tack it up.”

“That’d be fun in a classroom too. We could have one for ad-
vertising and one in another room for design and typography.”

“Yeah. It was fun, but what it got them doing was looking 
for things and they got more excited about letterforms. I be-
lieve in fun. Have it be fun rather than a requirement.”

FRANÇOIS COLOS
“What’s an assignment to expand cre-
ativity?”

“You want an answer right away? 
Like the editor, “Take your time, to-
morrow morning!” I think I’m a bad 
teacher, I don’t know. You cannot 
work for somebody else. You can show 

him a direction to go, but you cannot work for him. It’s a typi-
cally American perception of things. I don’t believe show some 
way to people and after, they start thinking differently. A mag-
ic formula doesn’t exist.

I did this with kids once: I took a manuscript – and of 
course you choose one after the level of the people which you 
are giving it to – you take the manuscript, the people read it 
and you say, “Go ahead.” I was with kids who were art stu-
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dents, 15, 16 years old. It was in Italy. Okay, here the manu-
script, you have to make an illustration. Five minutes to think 
about illustration. The kids think for five minutes and come 
out with different solutions. The class had approximately for-
ty kids, it was funny because from the forty kids, thirty-eight 
come out with the same idea. Two come out with something 
different. After we start to discuss, finally we finished with I 
will say three different ideas: two kids who are different and 
forty-eight the same – three different ideas. We come out with 
two ideas which were completely different than the first three. 
It was a fun thing… when you start the thinking process out 
loud, several people came up with new ideas. It’s the exchange 
of ideas.

Here’s a problem: You give the same ten elements for a col-
lage to forty guys, and everybody makes a collage please. It 
will be no two the same.”

“Okay, I give everybody an 8½x11” Xerox with the same ele-
ments on it. Now what? I give them an article…?”

“No, no. If it’s an art class, you take ten elements, it’s have 
to be more than three or four, but you take ten images, it’s can 
be everything, and you make the Xerox forty times and give 
them to everyone with a big sheet of white paper and you say, 

“Okay, make a collage as you feel with these ten elements. Just 
make a nice picture.” It’s will be forty completely different stuff.

I tell you better: I make photographs. Once it was a job 
in Paris, they ask ten photographers, more or less well-known 
names (I was in!) to take a picture of the Eiffel Tower as they 
want. Nobody cares how you take it. Everybody takes one pic-
ture, black and white. Everyone makes this one picture and it 
was ten completely different Eiffel Towers. Nothing to do with 
the Eiffel Tower finally, I mean it was more or less abstract for 
everyone. It was very fine. So try and do that with the collages. 
It works very well.”

DAVID BARNETT
“I ask my students: “Do you attend 
church?” If yes, then write a hymn 
that can be used in the service. “Why 
don’t you write a piece for a friend’s 
scheduled recital?” I suggest taking 
ideas for assignments from utility in 
the student’s immediate life.

To get students to expand their ability to conceptualize, 
give a real problem. Our son is working with the city of New 
Haven on urban renewal; it would be very helpful to divide the 
project up among his students at Yale as a real problem. Or, 
give music students the first few bars of a little-known piece 
and have them finish writing it in the correct idiom. In theater, 
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have them complete an unfamiliar play of which they’ve been 
given the first act.”

ROGER BUTLER
“Research an old campaign, one that 
is out of circulation. Present a prob-
lem without a solution and at the end, 
show what ran as well as solutions 
the agency didn’t run. But to do this 
assignment, you have to have access 
to this information.”

JOHN WAGNER
“If more opportunities lead to increased 
learning, would multiple shorter proj-
ects produce greater results than se-
mester-long or two-per-semester proj-
ects?”

“I hate exercises. As an architec-
ture student at Cornell, we killed 

probably nine weeks of a semester. 99.9% of the students wast-
ed 9½ weeks of the semester and worked the last 2½. But I 
thought it was more productive that way. You goofed off those 
first 9½ weeks; you went to the studio, talked to the professor, 
did a few things, but there was no pressure. You know, there 
might be an occasional crit; we had two or three crits over the 
course of a semester, you might throw something together the 
night before, but I don’t know how you would do it any dif-
ferently. I’m not saying we didn’t do any work, but we didn’t 
accomplish anything.

The good thing about working that way was that it gave 
you a lot of time to just think. You don’t get that opportunity 
now in the working world. The guy’ll come in on Monday and 
you have to have a design by Friday. I would have had months 
to do that in school. Now you have to come up with something 
right away. Now I’m coming up with things from experience, 
I’m drawing from school and whammo, coming up with a de-
sign right off the top of my head, good or bad, that’s it. Now let’s 
make it work.

Hopefully after five years of school, I’ve learned to make 
the right decisions right off the top of my head. The exercises 
we did in school were meant to show us what it would be like 
once we started working. But I’d rather have spent more time 
learning how to solve problems; school is not “working,” it’s ri-
diculous to give us these quickie one-day problems because all 
we learned was that we’d have a very short time to solve this 
problem. If you were lucky, you came up with a good idea. If 
you were unlucky, you came up with a bad idea.”
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ALEX W. WHITE
I set out to prepare a paper that I 
could use as background material for 
a college-level course in creativity. In 
fact, my working title was “How To 
Motivate My Students To Think.” The 
project developed a life of its own and 
I feel as though I trailed the paper’s 

development, rather than guided it to its conclusion.
This is the conclusion.
I think teaching creativity is best accomplished by taking 

a buckshot approach: hit ’em with lots and lots of ideas while 
realizing many ideas will miss their target. The students will 
still be perforated with a sufficient number of ideas to have 
gotten excited and, I hope, motivated.

This paper contains a lot of ideas from a lot of people and 
it was organized to hit you like the classroom buckshot method 
I advocate.

I want to make students’ heads swim with ideas, guide 
them to a technique for editing their ideas and work with them 
to express their ideas so other people can understand them.

I think I can probably open this thesis on any page and, 
based on whatever is quoted there, make up a worth-while as-
signment on idea-having.

The ideas from the people who spoke out on creativity are 
compelling and interesting because they are real. They are not 
theoretical; they are based on true experience. It is essential to 
keep a hint of this genuineness in class.

With that in mind, I’d like to suggest a class project of my 
own: Turn freelance clients and their jobs into class assign-
ments whenever possible. Clients enjoy the predicament of 
choosing just one solution from the twenty or so that come out 
of a class. Students get a kick out of doing “real work” and 
seem to wake up for the duration of the assignment. And with 
due respect to sleepologists, the best learning takes place when 
you’re awake.

e n d

Original 1983 thesis
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